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I. Introduction

The statement of the problem, the background, a
review c- L' relat,ed research and the purposes and ob-
jectives of the study are cons :.tiered in the intro-
duction.

AQ Problem

'hen children enter the first grade, certain
assumptions are made concerning the cc ncapts that they
have developed previous to entering school. And, as
they continue through school, each teacher continues
to make certain assumptions regarding ohe concepts
that children have learned in the preceding year.
These assumptions are often incorrect for all children
and in particular are incorrect for handicapped chil-
dren. Because of their special handicap; they may pro-
ceed at a different rate of growth than the average
child; they may not possess certain concepts; they may
learn new concepts more slowly; and assumptions regard-
ing the concepts they possess, as they continue in
school, become more and more precarious.

Even in special classes for the educable men-
tally handicapped children, there is a wide range in
the concepts ;rasped. Thus, in spite of the fact that
class size is reduced because of the nature of MI
children, a considerable amount of the teaching time
is devoted to teaching a given concept to a very few,
or to only one child at a time

It has been estimated by Mayo (14) that there
are currently 1,250,000 mentally retarded school age
children and that only about 250,000 of these children
are enrolled in special classes wherein because of re
duced size, special teacher competence, and the homo-
geniety of the group, some attention may be given to
individual concept development. However, the other
fourfifths of the mentally retarded school ase popu-
lation; not in special classes, may not be expected
to receive the individual attention nec)ssary to de-
velop these concepts.

One area in which help may be found for teach-
ers in their attempts to deal with indiviC.ual differ-
ences is programmed instruction. To have programmed
materials available which are able to identify whether
children know certain concepts and to have programmed
materials available to teach handicapped children the
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concepts they lack, should be an asset to the majority
of these children, regardless of whether they are lo-
cated in special classes or in regular classrooms.

B. Background

The : abany Public Schools have a long history
of interest in exceptional children and youth. In
1911 and 17'12, staff were sent to Vineland to be
trained to work with handicapped children, In 1912
the first special classes for handicapped children were
established. Special classes have existed in the Al-
bany Public Schools since that time and many special-
ized services have been added for many kinds of handi-
capped children.

In 1947 further interest was shown in research
and the needs of special hildren with the appointment
of a Director of Research and Psycholczical Services.
Bore recently there has been an even greater attention
to experimentation and research. In 1953 through 1961
the Albany Board of Education and the New York State
Education Department jointly sponsored an experimental
program concerned with ''Identification and Education
of the Academically Talented.- In 1961-1362 these
same two agencies jointly sponsored a lonGitudinal
study entitled "Patterns of Basic Skill Growth: Ages
9-11.fl

In 1362 the Albany Board of -Aucation appointed
a staff member to work in the area of programming. In
addition, supporting space, facilities: and materials
were provided.

The initial activities of the programmer were
devoted to the teaching of fractions, In an effort
to stimulate conceptual development and transmit know-
ledge, programs were developed which provided for both
control of and monitorin7, oC pupils behavior, The
pupils were led to make overt responses, both oral and
manipulative: through oral and visual cues, in care-
fully directed sequences. Each teaching frame in the
sequences was visually and/or orally reinforced. The
locally sponsored activities utilizee. the Graflex
Audioe,;raphic and LaBelle Teleguide machines, in which
the visual material was presented in the vortical
plane and manipulativo responses were made on hori-
zontally placed magnetic boards. No provision was
made for written responses,

2
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These techniques are best illustrated in the
program written to teach the concept of one-half,
Near the beginning of the program the pupil is direc-
ted by the voice on the tape to pick up the two red
parts or pieces on the table and place them together
on the magnet board :in front of him- Sufficient time
is allowed for him to execute the direction- A col-
ored slide of the two parts correctly fitted together
is then projected on the screen, the visual reinforce-
ment, The voice then asks how many parts or pieces he
fitted together_ The cue to the correct response of
two had been given twice by the voice in the previous
direction. Again time is allowed for the pupil to re-
spond orally. The taped voice then says two parts,-
reinforcing his response.

In very small steps, in the form of manipu-
lative action and questioning the pupil is brought
to the concept that two equal parts of one when sep-
arated are one half of the whole, and when fitted
together, make one whole. He is then directed to put
the objects he used back on the table. He is then
shown pictures of birthday cakes, pizzas, and other
subjects, both round and oblong in shape. These are
presented in wholes or halves and the pupil is asked
to identify parts and the whole-

All of the early programs were machine paced
which sometimes lead to inattention of the older
children and frustration of the younger children.

Because many of the concepts contingent on
an understanding of fractional relationships were
not understood by the EMH children, the programs on
fractions were not field evaluated. The decision
was to resume programming of fractions after requis-
ite concepts for understanding of fractions had been
written and field tested.

C. Related Research

At present teaching of arithmetic concepts to
the mentally handicapped is generally restricted to
manipulation of objects, paper and pencil activities
suggested in texts and workbooks, These activities
are used in both group and individual instruction.
An increasing understanding of the relationship be-
tween sensory-motor exploration and the development
of sequential concepts has occurred, e.g-, Piaget (l9),
Stern (22 and Bruner (7). Much effort has been

3



invested in the preparation of sequential arithmetic
curricular guides for the EMH, e.g., Lynch (12),
Goldstein and Seigel (9), Sisters of St. Francis of
Assisi (21), and Connor and Talbot (8).

Stern (22) , as an outcome of her work with
nursery school children. concluded that guided sen-
sory-motor experience, using structured three-dimen-
sional oboects; was crucial in the discovery and/or
understanding of arithmetic concepts. The tactics
of Stern are loosely structured and learning results
from spontaneous "insight or discovery.- Ives (10)
explored the effectiveness of the Stern method with
a small sample of children (7-11 years old) who com-
prised a special class of backward children. Ives
concluded that use of apparatus which structures the
properties of the number system was more effective
than use of sticks used as computational aids, even
though in both groups the major emphasis was upon an
understanding of processes rather than on rote opera-
tions.

Bijou et al (2) carried out a three-year study
in which retarded children were taught reading, writ-
ing and arithmetic through the use of operant condi-
tioning techniques and programmed instruction. The
report considered the rationale of strategies and
tactics in developing academic and social behavior,
briefly described programmed materials and summarized
principles in the education of the mentally retarded.
The focus of the report was on process rather than on
evaluation of the programmed materials.

Results have been reported on the relative
effectiveness of programmed materials and conventional
teaching methods. Price (20) compared two automated
methods, i.e., answer-construct, and multiple-choice,
with a conventional teaching method. The twelve fac-
tor table in addition and subtraction was used as sub-
ject matter. Significant improvement resulted in the
learning of subtraction by the multiple-choice machine
group. No significant difference was found between
the groups in respect to addition. However, the two
machine-taught groups required considerably less time
when compared with the conventional teaching group.

McIntyre (16) hypothesized that pupils at the
lower IQ level of the educable range would acquire a
greater number of addition facts via massed repetition

4
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in programming_ while pupils at the higher IQ level
of this range would demonstrate more learning when
exposed to distributed repetition of items. The hy-
pothesis was rejected because alternative types of
programming for these different IQ levels were found
to be Unnecessary. Higher and lower 'IQ levels did
not differ significantly on the massed repetition
program, Significant increases were reported in
both acquisition and application for all groups com-
bined, The author further noted a practical aspect
of programming in that the children attended for a
longer period of time when engaged in the programmed
instruction.

In assessing the differences in the rate of
learning arithmetic computational skills, Merachnik
(17) using two groups, one teaching machine, the
other, small group teacher instruction, found a sig-
nificant difference in Pre and Post Test gains, fav-
oring the experimental group,

Blackman (3) compared ,the achievement of two
equated groups in primary reading and arithmetic.
One group was taught via machine presented programmed
instruction plus regular instruction, while the sec-
ond group was taught by traditional methods. The de-
pendable variable was measured by First, Wide Range
Achievement Test; Second, Metropolitan Achievement
Test; and Third, C & G (a test specially constructed
to measure programmed materials) . Significant im-
provement was shown by both groups in reading and
arithmetic as measured by the three criterion tests,
However, there were no significant differences be-
tween the improvement scores of the machine and non-
machine groups on two of the achievement scales. On
the C & G Test arithmetic gain scores were signifi-
cantly larger for the machine group than for the non-
machine group, The comparison of the two groups on
the Behavior Basal Scale demonstrated statistically
significant improvement favoring the machine group.

In a somewhat similar study, Blackman and
Capobianco (4.) found no significant difference in the
teaching of reading and arithmetic to educable re-
tarded young adolescents by programmed instruction
compared to the traditional special class techniques.
The authors suggest that due to the large quantities
of material required and the limited preparation in
program writing, the programs used in the study may

5
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have been of inferior quality and hence a mitigating
factor in the study.

In evaluating the performance of mentally re-
tarded children on a teaching-machine program written
for normal children Bradley and Hundziak (5) adminis-
tered the TMI Grolier Time Telling Program. The find-
ings suggested that not only can mentally retardates
learn from a program written for normal children but
that such a technique has a prime advantage in rapid-
ly determining learning problems.

Malpass et al (13) evaluated the utility of
the automated teaching devices, a semi-automatic mul-
tiple choice teaching machine and a fully automated
teaching machine. They compared these two with the
conventional methods of teaching word-recognition and
spelling skills. The automated procedures proved to
be effective for learning and more efficient than con-
ventional methods. Both automated methods engendered
higher levels of retention in word-recognition and
spelling. The semi-automated and keyboard methods
were not significantly different from each other in
most instances.

Kunkel (11) found that the use of programmed
material in the teaching of spelling resulted in sig-
nificantly less time consumption than when taught by
conventional methods.

An interim report of a long term study in
which sophisticated computer techniques are used in
teaching modern arithmetic to bright primary children
(Suppes. 23) indicated that even with this sample,
daily drill in the basic skills is desirable even
though the main curriculum work consists of extensive
supplementary material. This finding suggests that
no single arithmetic sequence programmed for EM-I
children is an easy answer to learning problems.

Overall, programmed instructim for EMH chil-
dren has been shown to be effective. In teaching the
educable mentally handicapped this instruction has
also been demonstrated to be more efficient in that
the time required to learn is reduced.

6



D. Purpose

The overall purpose of this study was to de-
velop audio-visual equipment and materials for teach-
ing educable mentally handicapped children arithmetic
concepts, and to evaluate the developed programmed
instructional materials.

During the first phase of the study (Febru-
ary 1, 1965) through August 31, 1966) the activities
were devoted to accomplishing the purpose, tho devel-
oping of audio-visual equipment and materials, Spec-
ifically this purpose was First, to develop economi-
cal audiovisual equipment, and Second, to develop
audio-visual programs applicable for use with economi-
cal equipment for teaching selected arithmetic con-
cepts to EMH children. The development of audio-
visual programs included in-shop evaluation and pro-
gram modification. The arithmetic concepts for pro-
gramming were selected from those developed by Lynch
(12), Goldstein and Seigel (9), and Sisters of St.
Francis of Assisi (21) . A third specific purpose was
to develop programs to assess whether each of these
concepts and fundamentals were known by the children.
Associated with this third purpose was the develop-
ment of an outside Criterion Test.

It was realized, as the programming progressed,
that if these programmed materials were to be effi-
ciently used in classrooms by teachers, it would be
advantageous to prepare accompanying classroom activ-
ities so that the teacher could guide the children in
the social application of the programmed concepts.
Thus, in September, 1965, the project took on the
added purpose of Fourth, preparing accompanying ma-
terials and activities for classroom reinforcement
of criterion behavior,

During the second phase of the study (Sept-
ember 1, 1966 through August 31, 1967) the activities
were devoted to accomplishing the second purpose.
evaluating the developed programmed materials in the
classrooms. Specifically, this purpose included:
First, comparing EMH students taught by conventional
classroom methods; Second, comparing EMH students ex-
posed to the programs once with those exposed two
times; Third, determining the effects on pupil per-
formance of teacher use of the instructional system;
and Fourth, determining the effectiveness of selected
programs in teaching the trainable mentally handi-
capped.

7



II. Method

Development of equipment, preparation of in-
structional materials and evaluation are described.

A. Design and Development....4 Economical Audio-
Visual gapipment

The development of economical audio-visual
equipment was undertaken before the grant was re-
ceived and continued during the first phase of this
project.

The present audio-visual manipulative desk
(AVM Desk) was developed over a period of six years.
The first device used in the presentation of arithme-
tic programs was the Audio-Graphic, manufactured by
the Graflex Corporation. This device was an automatic
slide and magnetic tape presentation device for indus-
trial training. It was capable of handling 45 slides
and 45 minutes of magnetic tape presentation. Al-
though the Audio-Graphic was an extremely sophisticated
piece of electronic equipment, numerous technical dif
ficulties prevented full utilization of its capabili-
ties.

The second device used was the Teleguide
manufactured by the LaBelle Corporation, designed for
industrial training. It had a 45 slide capacity but
a smaller audio tape capacity. Technical problems
with the slide mechanism and the preparation of audio
tapes prevented effective utilization of the device.

The Audio Graphic and the Teleguide were the
audiovisual devices used from 1961 to 1965 in devel-
oping and testing AVM programs. This equipment pre-
sented the visual information on a vertical screen and
the children manipulated objects on a magnetic board.

The current AVM Desk consists of a Kodak
cartridge slide projector in which the visual mater-
ials are projected on a horizontally placed screen,
and a loop tape player (Tape-Dek II). The child mon-
itors the tape through earphones and writes or manip-
ulates objects on the screen. Visual and auditory
reinforcement is used. The programs are pupil paced
for all frames which involve manipulation. A complete
description of theequipment_ including electrical cir-
cuits, is presented in Appendix A.

8
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Development op 9. Mod,ifi cat i on of
'iruaio-..Visual Programs ip, Ilrithmetic

The rationale of the programmed arithmetic
concept sequence and the problems of script prepara-
tion are discussed.

1, Ratj.ona).A. of. Arithmcy.bic. Concept,
The sequence of instruction begins with physical rep-
resentation of the numerical properties of things and
builds progressively to symbolic representation, i.e.,
an arithmetic cr.ncopt is developed first with objects,
then pictures; and finally numerals. Widely differing
stimuli are presented to the child without presuming
any ability on his part to read. The sequence links
together the concrete manipulative behavior in which
the EMH child has some facility with the abstract sym-
bolic behavior with which he has difficulty, In a
sense, it is a means of connecting, doing, seeing and
saying into a highly organized multi-sensory learning
experience

In,7ormation necessary to learn an arith-
metic concept is coded in terms of objects: pictures,
and words, and stored in manipulative materials,
visuals and tapes in the programmed sequence of in-
struction. The programs are communication tools which
enable the child to retrieve the information through
learning, seeing, and manipulating,

Unit I illustrates the sequence of con-
cepts, Naming a group of objects as a set and abil-
ity to form a set of specified objects is the immed-
iate criterion behavior of Program 14 This leads to
the concept of addition as being an increase in the
number of objects in a set, subtraction as being a
decrease in the number of objects in a set.

Naming an individual object in a set as
an element and recognizing that objects not in a set
are not elements is the immediate criterion behavior
of Program 2. This leads to the concept of an elem-
ent's -oneness- as a property and the joining to the
set of other elements as changing the numerical prop-
erty of the set, In subsequent units; the similarity
of different sets; as far as numerical property is
concerned, is shown by referring to the objects in
the sets as elements. The element property is the
unifying idea of objects in a set, e.g. one of the
most difficult answers for a teacher to obtain is

10



one which requires the child to group together elem
ents which are different in some way. If a child is
shown a picture of three boys and two girls, and
asked how many children there are, he quite often re-
sponds. -three boys and two girls,- However, when he
is guided to the concept of elements grouped together
as a set, he more often will give the correct answer
regarding tic relationship of the parts to the whole,

Ability to match sets of different types
of elements and to identify sets as having the same
or different number is the criterion behavior of Pro-
gram 3. This is the basis for subsequent recognition
that two sets of different elements can still have the
same number . . divorcing the "number- concept of
an object from its other properties so that the numer-
ical property of a set may be identified by different
numerals,

2. Criterion Behavior. The scripts for the
programmed instruction and the classroom activities
cover all segments of the criterion behavior. For ex-
ample, in Unit I, Pr(gram 1 Sets, the Criterion Behav-
ior includes: verbal specification of a group of ob-
jects as a "set,- identification of a set as a collec-
tion of objects within a circle by pointing, verbal
specification of a collection of objects within a cir-
cle as "a set of objects," motor specification of set
by drawing a circle around objects and motor specifica-
tion of set by placing objects within a circle.

The Criterion Behavior is presented, pro-
gram by program, in the Teachers V Manual, Appendix B.

3 . pexeloment_ of 411d o -Vi sual drithPrlet c,

ErogLama, The programmed scripts were structured upon
the Criterion Behavior. The pupils for whom the pro-
grammed instruction was designed and the behaviors to
be modified were the parameters of the script which
specified the visual, kinesthetic and auditory input.

Writing for mentally retarded children in
itself presented problems. The writer of programs in
general must constantly be aware of his objectives,
the criterion behavior, and how they suit the particu-
lar needs of the subjects, In writing for retarded
children, the programmer must be particularly aware of
their ability yet not neglect their interest level.
Two children of the same mental age may be so vastly

11



different in chronological age that a single program
may not hold the same appeal. In this project many
of the programs and accompanying game activities
have been geared to the interest level of the younger
child, This does not preclude that the same sequence
of instruction may be adapted to appeal to a child of

greater social experience.

mvst proceed in small steps,
After the initial try-out, the programmer may find
gaps in the sequence, Structuring of material into
small steps has the advantage of insuring success and
interrupts the pattern of failure experienced by the
child prior to special class placement. By an analy-
sis of his Pre Test scores, a child may be started in
an area below his known ability level and proceed to
an area of new learning. By fading cues, the complex-
ity of the learning material is gradually increased
and a smooth transition is effected from one frame to
another.

The initial sequence of concepts struc-
tured by the content specialist must frequently be
modified. In this project; the concept "same and
different number,- followed the concept of matching
and not matching sets, In-shop evaluation indicated
the sequence was faulty because "number- became a
meaningless term. Consequently experience with num-
bers as property of a set was introduced before ask-
ing them to discriminate between sets with the same
and different number.

Writing a program with small steps and
few errors presents a dilemma. How many mistakes
are a few mistakes? It is possible to write a pro-
gram in which the child makes no errors and learns
nothing. The criterion used in writing and editing
programs was as follows: if, on the third response
to a program, 90% of the children make more than 10%
errors, the program must be edited.

Short attention span is one of the be-
havior e'artcrf-tics of retarded children, While
most of the initial programs required about 15 min-
utes; certain programs required as much as 30 min-
utes, It was found that the loss mature children
were unable to attend efficiently to the longer pro-
grams so the longer programs were divided into two
parts. The optimal time for this sample of children

12



ranged from 12 to 18 minutes. Attention was enhanced
by using built in attention magnets. In some instan-
ces the sequence of instruction has been set to the
background of a loosely woven story, e.g., shopping
in a department store, preparing for a party, etc. In
other instances, sound effects, e.g., car racing, cir-
cus music, have been recorded on the tape at appropri-
ate intervals. Colorful attractive slides and imagina-
tive manipulative objects also reduce inattention. The
total AVM tactic, by totally involving the sight; hear-
ing, speech, and touch channels, functions as an atten-
tion magnet.

With respect to retention, not only is
continual review of previously taught material in-
serted in the AVM programs but the programs are in-
tentionally redundant by presenting the same con-
cepts in many ways without being repetitious. It is
important to avoid repetition in verbal responses as
this may lead to perseveration.

As reading ability cannot be assumed for
young retardates, verbal input and pictures must sub-
stitute consequently, language must be precise, sim-
ple, unambiguous, familiar and meaningful. Pictures
must have a commonality to their social experience.
Further, to reduce difficulty in visual perception,
illustrations must have clearly defined figure-ground
relationships and must be sharp and uncluttered. The
representation of the numeral one created a problem.
At first the Roman form of the numeral was used; is

Subsequently new slides had to be made present-
ing this merely as a vertical line, i.e., 1;3.4 The
same is true of auditory perception. Verbal direc-
tions and questions must be short and precise senten-
ces. Close attention to the technical aspects of the
program enhances the teaching effectiveness.

The preparation of the materials for
classroom gzoup activities was based upon the criter-
ion behavior used as a guideline in the arithmetic
concept sequence.

The completed programs went through in shop
evaluations. The inshop evaluation involved a Pre
Test; a Post Test; and exposure to the programs one or
more times. The inshop evaluation was carried on by a
research assistant, in the Psychology offices in Gif-
fen School.

13
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Table l Unit I Evaluation: Number of
Correct Responses, shows the kind of inshop evaluative
information which was collected, The information in
Table 1 represents the results for one class of EMH
children, for Unit Iu The chronological ages of these
children, from Column I of the table, ranged from eight
years and four months to eleven years and nine months.
Their Stanford-Binet IQs ranged from 52 to 80. On the
unit Pre Test, before exposure to the programs, the
scores ranged from 0 to 8 correct out of a possible 19.
On the same, unit test given after one, two or three
exposures to each program, the scores ranged from 9 to
15. The gains, column 5, ranged from 3 to 140

At the 4:.T.0 of this evaluation, Unit I
was composed of four programs and a Pre Post Test. On

program one, each child could respond 28 times; on
program two, 34 times; on program three, 44 times; on
program four, 33 times. In this evaluation the pupils
were exposed to the programs the number of times neces-
sary to meet an arbitrarily selected criterion° For
the first program, this score was 21. Those pupils nob
getting 21 correct responses the first time were ex-
posed a second time Those pupils not getting 21 cor-
rect responses to program one the second time, were
exposed a third time Only two pupils went through
program one three times (number 8 and 10), On the
third time through, child 8 responded correctly every
time; child 10 responded correctly 26 of 28 times,

One of the purposes of this particular
evaluation and of other similar evaluations was to
determine the effictiveness of the programs. It was
assumed that if the scores did not improve as a re-
sult of repeated exposure, the programs were not
ideally effective with these kinds of children, and
further modifications in the programs needed to be
made. Program four in Table 1 was a program which
was subsequently revised, Fou: of the six children
repeating the program did not do better on the sec-
ond trial. Thus: further trials we're not undertaken
until the program was modified.

The inshop evaluation summarized in
Table 1, conducted with one unit, using one special
class, represents only one of many inshop evaluative
studies. Other inshop evaluations were conducted with
other units and other classes.
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Table 2 summarizes the final arrangement of the arith-
metic programs which were prepared for the AVM System.
Four copies of these programs were produced.

Table 2 Arithmetic Units and Programs

Unit I
Sets and
Matching_

Unit II
One, Two. Three

Unit III
Zero, Four, Five,

.1... 410 MI., "6.0 41 O. miA........M win as.......%........ se ,weav .......... Apr... wawa...v., .
1. Sets 1. One

2. Elements

3. Matching
One to One

4, Pre Post

2. Two

3. One Plus One

4. One Plus One
Equals Two

5Q Three

6. Samtand Dif-
ferent Numbers

7Q More Than

8. Less Than

More Than
Less Than

10. Counting and
Enumeration

11. Pre Post

1. Zero

2. Four, Part I

3. Four, Part II

4 Five

5. More Than--
Less Than

6. Counting and
Enumeration

7. Ordinals
lst-3rd

8. Ordinals
lst-5th

9. Pre Post

Development of Assessment Devices0

1./..,...

Two tests were devised to assess the child's
understanding of arithmetic concepts. The Pre Post
Test was presented in the AVM Desk the Criterion
Test was administered individually.

1. The Prel?cast Test. The Pre Post Test
consists of frames which elicit criterion behavior
and are presented in the AVM Desk without cues or
reinforcementu For example, in an effort to avoid
teaching terminology in the Pre Post Test, the word
"set" is elicited before it is used in the phrasing
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of a question. Also, in eliciting the response,
"match one to one," at first the whole phrase is
the correct response, then "one to one" and finally
"one." This is not a prompting sequence as there are
no reinforcements verbalized.

The test frames are similar but not com-
pletely identical to the criterion frames of the
several programs. This reduces the possibility of
memorizing the instructional reinforcements of spec-
ific frames. The Pre Post frames were written from
the catalogue of criterion behavior rather than se-
lected from the instructional sequences. Of necess-
ity, certain Pre Post frames and instructional frames
are identical, e 0g., "Read the number sentence,
1 + 3 = 4.'

Several frames of the script of the Pre
Post Test, Unit I. illustrate the auditory and ver-
bal input,

Slide (1) Frame
1. Draw a ring around the ba-

nanas in this picture.
The ring around the bana-
nas in this picture shows
that the bananas make a
(what?)

2. Erase the lines on the
screen.

(3) 3. There is a ring around the

17

bottles in this picture.
This shows that the bottles
are in a (what?)



4. On your desk you have
apples, pears, and cherries.
Make a set of apples on the
screen.

The Pre Post of every unit is a single
test. The assessment function is to determine:
First, the present status of the child, an inven-
tory function, and Second, the teaching effectiveness
of any particular unit. The initial test presenta-
tion of several units serves as a guide to place a
child in the proper instructional sequence and to
avoid the instruction of concepts already known by
the child. The score on the test after instruction
specifies the amount learned and suggests whether
the child should progress to the next unit or should
repeat the unit.

2. The Criterion_Test. The Criterion Test
denis an indepent measure of the concepts a subject

may have gained via the instructional program. Like
the AVM Tests, the Criterion Test assesses how well
the programmed sequences have met the outlined objec-
tives. However, unlike the AVM Test, this evaluation
is removed from the context of the Desk. It is admin-
istered individually by an examiner and requires ap-
proximately ten minutes.

The test was devised to determine whe-
ther or not a subject could transfer concepts
learned in the formal instruction and apply them to
independent tasks. Where the AVM Test requires re-
sponses quite similar to responses elicited in the
programs, the Criterion Test calls for more com-
plex tasks. A second purpose of this test is to have
an independent measure of the knowledge of these
arithmetic concepts.

The Criterion Test is composed of
eleven sub tests:

a. Test L. The subject is presented
with a diagram of two sets of two elements. Ques-
tioning is designed to elicit three verbal responses
which are an integral part of the vocabulary taught
in Unit I, e.g., "sets," Program l, "elements," Pro-
gram 2, and Match one to one Program 30



b. Test 2. The child is asked to cre-
ate two sets that match one to one, an extension of
the instruction in identification of matching and
non-matching sets. The child is presented with a set
of two elements, a set of one element, and two simi-
lar artifacts. The request is to make the sets match
one to one,

c. Test 3. This test is an extension
of Test 2. The child is asked to make three sets
match one to one He is presented with a set of
five elements, a set of two elements, a set of one
element, and two dissimilar artifacts. The child
is required to divorce the "number" concept of an ob-
ject from its other properties.

d. Test 4. This test is somewhat simi-
lar to Tests 2 and 3. The child is presented with
two sets in which the single elements are dissimilar
and one set of two dissimilar objects/ and two dis-
similar artifacts. He is requested to make the
three sets match one to one.

e. Test 5. This test requires the
child to write and complete six phrases or number
sentences, using numerals or symbols, He then is
asked to read the phrase or sentences,

f. Test 6u The subject is presented
a diagram of a set of three elements separated into
two and one elements, He is asked to identify which
of four given equations or number sentences describe
the number attribute of the set, e.g.9 2 4- 1 = 3u

g, Test 7u A diagram is presented con-
sisting of two sets of three elements, and one set of
two elements. The child is asked to identify sets
which do and do not match one to one,

h. Test 8, The child is asked to com-
pare 3 and 2 by writing the correct symbol. This re-
quires recognition that 3 is more than 2 and ability
to --4te the more than symbol.
10,

i. Test 9. The subject is presented
with a series of five dots. He is required to rec-
ognize the numerical property of the set and trans-
late it into a written numeral.
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j. Test 10. A diagram displays six num-
ber combinations, The child is asked to identify the
combinations which equal five, e.g., 4 + 1 and 3 + 2.

k. Test 11. The child is presented a
diagram of a series of five children and animals. He
is required first to count and enumerate those in line,
then to name the ordinal position of each.

Each of the subtests was designed to as-
sess a major concept taught in the program development.
All of the major operationally defined functions in
the instructional sequence are included in the Cri-
terion Test.

This test is presented in the Teachers'
Manual, Appendix B.

D. Accompaning _Materials for Teachers

Materials were devised .for use in teaching
the arithmetic concepts of Units 1, 119 and III, either
in conjunction with the programmed instruction or in-
dependently.

When used in conjunction with the programmed
instruction, the materials and activities serve to
consolidate the concepts taught by the AVM Desk pro-
grams as well as offer the opportunity for transfer of
learning in a social context. In the event the AVM
Desk is not available, the materials and activities en-
able the teacher to elicit criterion behavior and guide
the reinforcement patterns of the pupils. The mater-
ials and activities result in direct involvement of the
teachers in the instructional program rather than being
supervisors of a teaching machine.

There is a set of materials for every program
of the sequence. Certain materials are designed to be
used in a flexible manner so that the imagination of
the teacher and pupils came into play while other ma-
terials fit into a well defined game format. The sug-
gested activities have a much sharper focus on con-
cepts to be learned than is usually found in classroom
play and recreation. The fundamental purpose of the
materials and activities is to consummate in the in-
structional programs John Lockets reverie

"I have always had a fancy that
Learning might be made a Play
And Recreation to children.
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The materials and activities for the program
Sets illustrate the procedure.

l. Flannel Board

a, Materials. Flannelboard, flannel-
board cut-outs: four each of stars, discs, birds,
apples, and one large oval-shaped ring.

b. Activity: Scatter the birds, apples,
stars; and discs on the flannel board, some inside the
ring and some outside the ring, Child and/or teacher
requests "Make a set of all the apples." Respondent
makes the set and asks, "What is this setVi

2. Game

a, Materials. 8" x 10" acetate cards
with attached loop of string, four cards each of
horses; cows, pears and apples,.

b. A chalk circle is drawn on floor.
Children are randomly assigned to two teams. Each
team selects a captain. The captains distribute
cards which are suspended across shoulders. Cap-
tain A selects member of Team B and requests, "Make
a set of all the horses..: The member of Team B finds
all the horses of Team B and leads them into the cir-
cle. Children in the set chang, We are a set of
horses Each child then returns to his team. Al-
ternate with A and B teams. Requests may include
sets of animals and fruit.

The materials and suggested activ-
ities are presented program by program in The Teach-
ers Manual, Appendix B.
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III. Results

A. Study I

1. Pur ose. The purpose of Study I was to
determine the e 'ectiveness of the AVM Desk and the
programmed instructional materials in teaching EMH
children selected concepts in arithmetic.

2. Method, Experimental design, treat-
ment, the sample and the method of analysis des-
cribe the methodological procedures.

a. Experimental design. The experi-
mental design was primarily a Pre Post combined with
a Post only, illustrated as follows:

Pre Post Combined with PostOnly_llsign

Group Pre
iSe_p_Ltembera. 1966)

Exp. I X

Exp. II

Cont, I X

Cont. II

Method Post
_LDecember, 1966)

Program

Program

Teacher

Teacher

This kind of design and resulting
analysis allowed for interpretation regarding the in-
fluence of the Pre Test pn learning and/or on the
Post Test score, in addition to determining the main
effect of the experimental treatment.

Since the Pre and Post Tests (same
tests) were administered via programmed instruction
and since the experimental group would have more ex-
posure to programmed instruction, there was the pos-
sibility that the exposure might influence test re-
sults without reflecting learning. Therefore, the
Criterion Test was administered at the end of the
treatment, individually and independently of the AVM
Desk.

To determine the relative, long
range, effectiveness of the two methods, the Post
Test was again administered via the AVM Desk to all
pupils (experimental and control) approximately one
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month later, The over-all testing schedule, there.
fore; was as follows:

Overall Testing Schedule1,....44............... ...... a. ... .04.... . . . . ber ..... .....w.... m -.......

Group Sept . v66 Dec. 66 Criterion Post Post
Dec. .66 Jan. '67 ].... . .. ..... .4.,

Exp. I

W Ow .1......

X

.4 .0. ...,.... 4.4. 40 . .......

X

44 .04 ... ... .. 4 ......

X X

Expo II X X X

Cont, I X X X X

Cont. II X21. X X
............... ., ...w..... 444 . .4. 4. A..% 4. ............ .... .11. or.., ...... aut... uo. .. *or ....... 14 ....... ...of.... ....i44.4 ......... A I. 1404.14.0

b. Treatment. In order to insure
uni1W 41m treatment in the experimental classes and
in the control classes; separate workshops were held
for each group of teachers. The teachers of the
control groups were oriented to the objectives to be
taught. These objectives were slightly different
than the usual arithmetic objectives called for in
the course of study for these children, The teach-
ers were told the kind of criterion behavior ex-
pected without specification of the particular cri-
terion measures. The teachers were not told how to
teach the concepts; rather they were allowed to use
their own ingenuity.

The teachers of the experimental
group also attended orientation sessions. The ob-
jectives of the programs were explained, ,and their
cooperation was sought in releasing their pupils
from the classrooms for exposure to the programmed
instruction, They were shown the AVM Desk and were
told about the materials which were being developed
for classroom use with EMH children who had completed
a particular program. That is; at the time the
study began; certain accompanying materials were be-
ing developed for teachers to use with children in
the classrooms, after the children had been exposed
to the programs. However:, these materials, (games,
songs, etc.) designed to reinforce the learning,
were not available for the study and were not used.

The orientation sessions for both
groups of teachers were held in the summer previous
to the opening of school:.
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In September, immediately after
school began, the AVM Desks were moved into unused
classrooms in Schools 21 and 244 In these rooms,
all of the testing took place and the experimental
pupils were exposed to the programmed instruction.
All of the testing and administration of the programs
was done under the supervision of research assistants.

The pre testing of one group of ex-
perimental and one group of control pupils was done
periodically. That is, one group of experimental pu-
pils was pre tested on given concepts and then exposed
to the concepts. Next, these pupils were pre tested
on more advanced concepts and then exposed to these
concepts, and so on until all of the concepts were
covered. The pre testing of one group of control
pupils followed a pattern similar to that of the pre
tested experimental pupils.

The other group of experimental
children was tested on the Post Test only. That is,
they were tested only after they had been exposed to
the programs. Similarly a group of control pupils
not exposed to the programs but taught the informa-
tion in class, were tested on a similar schedule.

c. Sample. The sample consisted of
four classes of educable mentally handicapped children,
two classes from School 21 and two classes from School
24. By the flip of a coin the classes from School
21 were designated experimental while the classes in
School 24 were designated as the control group. Ap-
proximately half of the pupils in each of the experi-
mental and control classrooms were given the pre Test.
The data in Table 3 show selected characteristics of
the sample chosen by this procedure. The data show
that there was a tendency for Experimental Group I to
have somewhat higher chronological ages and mental
ages. On the other hand, this group ranked lower in
terms of mean IQ (654 87).

The number of pupils reported in
Table 3 is the total sample at the beginning of the
study. The number of pupils reported in subsequent
tables varies somewhat from table to table because
pupils were not available for all testing because of
illness and transfers.
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Group
1 ma a...

E
2

Ei&2

Cl

02

Table 3 Characteristics of the" Children

N I MA
X s

2

15

13

28

17

10

cle.02 X27

92,47

86,46

89,68

84.76

86,90

85.19

;$ I

14,9

12.8

18.8

16.2

17.9

CA
s
2

142.07 16.3

129,46 20,2

136.21 l9.3

125.35 22.5

1_23,00 21.7

124.48 22.2

IQ
s
2

65.87

66,69

66.25

69.18

71.50

70.04
a, . .....*.C1 ..,* *was !. VII 4. ofte

7.2

15.9

6.3

709

7.6

d.4

d, Method of analysis. t- -tests were
computed to determine the significant interaction,
mean change scores and differences between means.
The data generated in the three units of programmed
instruction were considered separately and as a whole.

3. Results. The results are considered in
this orders (a) the interaction and Pre Post Test
gains, (b) the Criterion Test and (c) Retention.

Interaction and Pre Post gains

The results of the primary design
(Pre Post combined with Post only) are summarized in
Tables 4 through 7. The data from the administration
of the three unit tests were analyzed as one test and
separately as three tests. The data presented in
Tables 4 through 7 are the error scores, Table 4
shows the results of the three unit tests combined,
There is no significant interaction. There is a
significant difference between the mean change
scores of the experimental and control groups re-
ceiving the Pre Test. There is a significant dif-
ference between the means of randomly selected ex-
perimental and control groups receiving the Post Test
only. The data and resulting analysis shows that the
experimental groups did better than the control groups
immediately following the treatments,
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Table 4 Pre Post Combined with Post Only
Total Error Scores on the Three Units .4 ..r

Ss

1

"I'-4

C
1

02

N

12

12

16

9

r40......WM...040

Pre Test 2 Post Test 2

Y. *7.: X * X X :4E X 154X

Change .2
X 41t.g.*: ):

76.1

8402

913

1348

77373

119240

39.8

38.1

75.6

70.8

47J

457

1210

637

26104

20903

101432

48619

36.3

8.6

435

138

16927

3536

Interaction t = .79 d.f. = 45 p = N,S.

Pre Post Change (E t = 6.27 d.f. = 26 p = 405
Post Ohly (E2 & C2') ' t = 12.20 d.f. = 19 p = 4c.05

The results for each oi the separate
unit tests are summarized separately in Tables 5, 6, and
7 respectively. In no instance was the interaction sg-
nificant and in all instances the means of the experi-
mental groups were significantly different from the means
(error rates) of the control groups at-better than the
.05 level of confidence. Thus, not only did the exper-
imental group do better on the total score on the three
units combined, but they did better on each unit test.

Table 5 Pre Post Combined with Post Only
Error Scores on Unit I

Pre Teg Post Tgst Change 2
Ss N IC "*X '*X4 X *X *X4 X -*X *,,X

El 15 15.9 239 3897 9.4 141 1557 6.5 98 785

13 8.8 114 1218

17 15,0 255 3879 14.3 243 3559 .7 12 54

C. 10 15.2 152 2400

Interaction t= .82 d.f. = 51 p= NS
Pre Pest Change (Ea 01)t = 6p50 d.f. = 30 p .05

Post Only (E2 & C2j t = 3.90 d.f. = 22 p .05
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On Unit I, a perfect score is 21.
In terms of an error score it's zero. At the time of
the initial testing, the mean number correct for the
experimental group was 5.1 (21 - 15.9) while the mean
number correct for the control group was 6.0 (21 -
15.0). The score on the post test (indicating number
correct for these groups was 11.6 (21 - 90 4) and 6.7
(21 143) respectively. Thus, on unit I, the ex-
perimental group mean improved while the control group
mean changed very slightly.

Table 6 Pre Post Combined with Post Only
Error Scores on Unit II

Pre Test Post Test Change

Ss N Y. ,-. ': X.

2*.X ,
tEX I: X2 7

.A. .14EX 2

El 15 31.1 466 15920 14.8 222 4402 16.3 244 4580

E
2

13 15.7 204 3786

C1 17 31.6 538 7922 27.8 473 4857 3.8 65 797

C
2

10 26.9 269 8215

Interaction t =. .43.d.f. = 51 p = NS
Pre Post Change (El Ci) t = 5.70 d. f. = 30 p =
Post Only (E2 & C27 t = 3.20 d.f. = 22 p = 05

On Unit II a perfect score is 58. A
perfect error score is zero. The post test scores (in-
dicating number correct) on Unit II, therefore, are as
follows

(58

E
2 (58

C1 (58

C
2

(58

14.8) =

- 15.7) =

- 27.8) =

- 26.9) =

43.2

42.3

30.2

31.1

The pre test score (number correct) on Unit II for
groups El and C1 are very similar-26.9 and 26.4.
Thus, on Unit II, as on Unit I, the experimental group
mean improved considerably while the control group
mean changed much less.
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Table 7 Pre Post Combined with Post Only
Error Scores on Unit III

Pre Test Post Test Chancre

Ss N A 4E.X. li'x IC ,*.' x ... L2 ! *x_ i2

.1. 12 280 2 339 12789 15 190 4950 120 4 149 2686

E2 13 13.8 179 3173

C
1

16 37.8 605 2423 33.7 539 21413 401 66 1692

C
2

9
i 31.9 287 10495

..... _ ...... _ ___.

Interaction t = 014 dof.,= 46 p.= NS
Pre Post Change (E, C,) t = 2.30
Post Only (E2 C2t t = 13.50

d f. = 26 p =4C.05
d.f. = 20 p =<,.05

On Unit III, a perfect score is 53.
The Post Test scores (indicating number correct) on
Unit III would be as follows

E
1

(53 - 15,8) = 37.2

E
2

(53 - 13,8) = 3902

C
1

(53 33.7) = 19.3

C
2

(53 - 31,9) = 21.1

For experimental group 1 and control group 1, the same
pattern is repeated. That is4 the experimental group
mean improved considerably while the control group
mean changed slightly.

b. The Criterion Test. The means and
variances for the Criterion Test are presented in Table
8 for the Experimental Groups and Control Groups.' The
numbers in the table represent errors on the Criterion
Test. Thus, the mean number of errors for Experimental;
Group 1 is 11.08. For Experimental Group 2, the mean
number of errors on the Criterion Test is 10.08. Both
experimental groups have a lower mean number of errors
than the control groups, The difference between the
experimental and corresponding control groups is sig-
nificant at the .05 level for E and C . The differ-
ences between E

2
and C are not 1signiitcant, (.05

level). 2
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The total number of errors possible
on the Criterion Test is 30.

Table 8 Criterion Testg Means and Variances

Group_ N

El

1J2

El & E
2

C

C2

C1
"L 2

13

12

25

17

0

26

ww ww ow. ow

11.08

10.08

10.60

18,12

1311

16.38

s2

38.22

86.41

61,36

61.40

32.54

57.08

E1 & C1 t = 2.73 d.f, = 28 p = <.05
.1. .i.

E
2

& C2 t 92 d.f. =19 p= NS

c. Retention. The results with respect
to retention were measured by the Post Post Test

The means and variances for the Post
Post Test results are presented in Tables 9 through
12. Again, the mean score in the Tables are error
scores. The results presented in Table 9 are those
for all three units combined, The experimental groups
make considerably fewer errors on the Post Post Test
than do the control groups. The possible error score
for all three units combined is 132. The mean number
of errors for E

] I
is 20.92. The mean number of errors

for C is 71.07: Other figures in the table can be
readirnilarly

On the Post Post Test, all three
units combined, the means of E1 and C1 and E

2
and C

2are significantly different.
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Table 9 Post Post Test Three Units
Combined Error Scores

Group /I.

1
13 290 92 5460 53

E
2

12 26050 399.58

E1
l
& E

2
25 28028 478092

Ca. 14. 71007 640021

C2 6 59000 411000

C2Cl & 20 67045 602005

El & Ci t = 40 24

E2 & C2 t = 3004

d.f. = 25 p = 0 05

d.f. = 16 p = c.05

The results presented in Tables 10,
11 and 12 are the results of the Post Post Testing for
Units I, II and III respectively. In all cases the
means (number of errors) for the experimental groups
are significantly different (.05 level) from the means
of the corresponding control groups. That is, the ex-
perimental groups make fewer errors than the control
groups.

Table 10: Post Post Test Unit I
Error Scores

Group

E
2

El C E
2

C2

C
1

8c C
2

N

13

12

25

15

9

24

4.00

4.67

432

11.73

12.67

12.08
.....11,.. ammo .nos MA,

t = 5.56

2 & C2 t = 5.37

d.f. = 26

d.f. 13

11.38

11.89

11.74

13.13

8.67

11.66

p = .05

= 4.": .05
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Table 11 Post Post Test Unit II
Error Scores

Group N Y

E
1 13 12062 83,16

E
2

12 9,92 54.58

El & E2 25 11.40 69,60

C
1

15 24,80 83.09

C2 9 25.22 70062

1 C1 & C2 24 24096 78.46

E
1
& C

1

E
2
& C

2

t = 3,37 d.f, = 26 p = C .05

t = 4 25 = 19 p = .05

Table 12 Post Post Test Unit III
Error Scores

Group N ..-

al.

E
1

13 1331 18756

E
2

12 1192 120.08

E
1
& E

2
, 25 12.64 143.35

Cl 14 33.79 212034

C2 6 2667 267.87

C
1
& C

2
20 3165 169.39

E
1
& Ci

E2 & C

t = 3,74 d,f. = 25 p = u05

t = 2,28 d.f. =16 p- ,05

All groups made continued improve-
ment, The experimental groups made considerably fewer
errors after the treatment (December) than did the con-
trol groups.

Even after the planned treatment ended
in December, improvement continued. The reasons for
the continued improvement cannot exactly be determined.
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One might speculate that certain consolidation oc-
curred. This kind of improvement has been referred
to by Osgood (18) as "reminiscence.'' More specifi-
cally it comes close to the Ballard-Williams Phenom-
enon, in that the improvement in performance without
practice takes place over a longer interval than in
the vlard-Hovland Phenomenon. Possible explanations
for this phenomenon are: (1) a process opposite to
forgetting, Ballard, (1); (2) rehearsal, McGeoch (15);
(3) the vacillating effects of the immediate recall
upon the delayed recall, Brown (6); or (4) some com-
bination of these three.

To further examine the gains made by
all groups from December to January following the
treatment, the significant difference of the mean
gain scores was examined, Table 13Q The mean gain
scores are not significantly (.05 level) different
when the experimental groups are compared to the con-
trol groups. That is after the treatment was removed
(December), all groups continued to gain up to the
time of the final test (January), but there was no
difference in the mean gain scores of the Experimen-
tal and Control groups. During the time of the
treatment (September through December), the experi-
mental groups? scores were superior to those of the
control.

Table 13 Post Test and Post Post Test Scores of
Experimental and Control Groups:

After Treatment Phenomenon

Groups E
1
& E

2 C
1
& C

2

N 25 19
Post Test: I

---X
39.12

978
74.47

1415
L___L5c2

Post Post Test:
88 6 117211

X 28.28 67000
.*x 707 1273
Ex2 31967 072

Change: Y 10.84 7.47
.. x 271 142
*.. X2 6045 2952

q .11

-11DT - MD
c

= 2032

d0f0 = 35
t = 1.02
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4. Incidental relationships. In writing
and producing the programs for the AVM System, the
intent of the programmers and producers was to have
materials for EMH pupils whose mental ages were 8
years or below. Table 3 showed that almost all of
the pupils involved in this study were below 96
months in mental age. The relationship of mental
age, chronological age, and IQ, to the Post Test
results is shown in Table 14. As might be expected,
the highest relationship between the Post Test score
and the demographic data was on mental age. Mental
age shows the closest relationship to the Post Test
score for the experimental groups and the control
groups, separately and combined.

Table 14 Rank Order Correlations
Post Test and Selected Characteristics

Group MA CA IQ

E
1
& E

2......______
78 035 b53

Cl & C2 u77 069 .48

E1, E2, C1, C2 072 .52 .16

5. Summary and Conclusions.. The purpose
of this pilot study was to determine the relative
effectiveness of two methods of teaching selected
arithmetic concepts; teachers vs. programmed in-
struction. Two classes (experimental) of EMH pupils
were exposed to these concepts through programmed
instruction (the AVM Desk) . Two other EMH classes
(control) were taught by the teachers of the
classes. All groups improved during the experimen-
tal period September through December. The Post
Test scores of the experimental groups, however,
were considerably better than the Post Test scores
of the control group. Continued improvement was
noted one month after the experimental treatment was
removed. Both the experimental and the control
groups improved during the Post treatment period.

On the Criterion Test, the gains were
significantly higher for Experimental Group I than
for Control Group I but were not significantly
higher for Experimental Group 11 than for Control
Group II.
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Incidental to the major findings it was
discovered that the Post Test scores were more
closely related to mental age than to chronological
age and IQ, Within the limits of the design, the AVM
system proved to be an effective variable in produc-
ing differential results.

B4. Study II

It Purpose. Study I demonstrated the ef-
fectiveness of programmed instruction with the AVM
System in teaching educable mentally handicapped chil-
dren selected arithmetic concepts. In Study I, two
randomly selected classes of pupils were exposed to
programmed instruction one time while two other
classes were taught these concepts by their teacher.
Even though these arithmetic programs were designed
for educable mentally handicapped pupils of a partic-
ular age level (a relatively homogeneous group), the
learning rates and learning procedures for the indi-
viduals in these groups vary considerably, That is,
one pupil learns readily with one exposure to the pro-
gram while other pupils seemingly need additional ex-
posures,

The purpose of Study.II'was to compare
the learning and retention of those EMH pupils (Exper-
imental I) exposed to the programmed materials once
with those (Experimental II) exposed two times.

2v Method. Experimental design, treatment
the sample, and the method of analysis are considered
under methodological procedure,

av Experimental design. The pri4iary
design involved in this study was a Pre Post Test
of randomized matched pairs This design may be
represented as follows

kroups
Test Administration

Experimental I
Experimental 11

Pre

X
X

Post

X
di.
.tr

The Pre Post combined with Post only
design (sometimes called Solomon 4 Groups Design) was
not used because there were only a limited number of
conveniently located classrooms available, Also
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Study I indicated that the Pre Test experience did not
interact or become a variable influencing learning or

retention.

Since the Pre and Post Tests (same
test) were administered via programmed instruction and

since the experimental group would have more exposure
to programmed instruction, there was the possibility
that the exposure might influence test results without
reflecting learning. Therefore, the Criterion Test
was administered at the end of the treatment, individ-
ually and independently of the AVM system.

To determine the relative long range
effectiveness of the two methods, the Post Test was
again administered via the AVM desk to all pupils (ex-
perimental and control) approximately one month later.
The over-all testing schedule; therefore, was as fol-

lows:

Overall Testin Schedule__

Pre Post
Guy..R....Jana 767 Feb Mar

Exp. I 1 X X

Exd III X X X

"ONI Mil, *ORO.

10 MN* -MN, Oa dim ,.
Criterion Post Post
Apr.._ 9 67 Ma 267

The Post Test was administered after
the treatment (program exposure). For Experimental
Group I the Post Test was administered once. Each
unit test was administered at the completion of each
of the three units. For Experimental Group the
Post Test was administered twice. Each unit test was
administered each time the child had completed expo-
sure to the unit of instruction.

The differential exposure to tests,
between Groups I and II may produce questions regard-
ing treatment (internal validity). That is, are the
differences due to the differential exposure to pro-
grams and/or the differential exposure to tests? The
analysis of the results of Study I indicate that the
Pre Test exposures did not produce differential Post
Test results.
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b, Treatment. The differential treatment
in this study was the exposure to the programs, Exper-
imental Group I was exposed once. Experimental Group
II went through all programs two times,

Five AVM Desks were located in an unused
classroom in the school involved in this study, Five
research assistants supervised the administration of
the tests and the programs and recorded all responses,
The pupils came or were brought from their classrooms
to the unused classroom for program exposure and test-
ing, The Pre Testing occurred in January, 1967, Pro-
gram exposure began in late January and continued
through early April, The Post Tests were administered
each time a child completed a unit of the program.
The criterion test was administered in April, The
follow-up test (Post Post) was administered in May.

c. Thpsanple. The sample was drawn from
a pool of 75 educable mentally handicapped pupils lo-
cated in five special classes in one school, From
this pool, twenty-eight pairs of pupils were matched
on sex and mental age. One member of each pair was
randomly assigned to Experimental Group his
matchee was assigned to the other group (Experimental
Group I) . Table 15 shows the characteristics of the
matched samples,

As can be seen from examination of
Table 15, with the exception of pairs number 24 and
26 who differed nine months in mental age, pair 3
who differed by six months, and pair 27 who differed
five months in mental age, all other pairs were
matched within three months or less on mental age,
The experimental matching resulted in means (Experi-
mental I, 91,(' and Experimental II, 91.5) and vari-
ances (Experimental I; 275 and Experimental II, ?78)
which were very similar. On chronological age and
IQ, the means and variances of the two groups were
also similar, Thus, any achievement differences be-
tween the two groups cannot be attributed to mental
or chronological age,

Before the treatment was started; the
subjects were matched on sex; and mental age, Table
16 shows the extent to which this experimental
matching resulted in similar groups on the Pre Test
(a non-matching variable.) The scores in Table 16
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TABLE 15 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE
. . o ....... .... 11 0 , 4W MW .1 , 4,0.0 4 *V N '

Experimental I Experimental II
Pair
No. Sex MA CA IQ MA CA IQ

1 F 74 100 74 72 122 ro
),,

2 F 79 117 68 79 118 67
3 F 112 157 71 118 153 77
4 F 63 111 57 66 133 50
5 F 111 152 73 107 161 67
6 F 67 105 67 70 100 70
7 F 86 152 57 CO 121 71
r_. F 90 162 56 92 126 73
0, F 100 140 71 98 158 66

10 F 95 155 61 93 143 65
11 M 78 109 72 78 109 72
12 M 76 130 58' 75 106 71
13 M 57 99 50 86 70
14. M 113 154 76 115 164 71
15 M 81 119 68 84 131 64
16 M 114 154 74 112 151 74
17 M 114 166 70 113 161 71
18 M 111 150 74 111 158 74
1(; M 91 137 66 93 125 74
20 M 98 158 62 100 146 68
21 M 102 146 70 102 141 72
22 M 84 115 73 85 121 70
23 M 106 151 70 106 165 65
24. M 7L 104 71 65 105 62
25 M 83 124 67 83 117 71
26 M 117 165 72 10C 149 72
27 M 95 185 56 90 163 56
28 M 101 151 67 102 138 74
-i--J, 91.9 138.1 67.1 91.5 134.7 68.4

275.4 55304. 3906 277.7 5749 38.4
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are error scores on the Units 1, 11, and III and on
the total of all three units combined, The data in
the table show that the means variances, and ranges
are similar for the two groups on the separate unit
tests and on total score. On all three units, how-
ever, Experimental Group II scored somewhat higher
than Experimental Group I, on the Pre Test.

Table l6 Summary of Pre Test
Error Scores4. 444.0 .44644 . .4444 4,4 4, 4440... .4m 444 44*. WouYr 44444 46. 4444. 44 4.44 44 444.OW 0 My... .0 .4000MWW....y...... ".*.11M1.

Unit I

s
Rance
Unit II
Zr
,L

2

Tap e
Unit III
X
s2
Range
Units I, II, III
X?

Range

Group

Experimental I Experimental II
704041444 mallwareaplaa

Results

au Pre Post gains, The results of the
primary design (Pre Post Randomized Matched Groups)
using the AVM test, are summarized in Tables 17
through 20u The data from the administration of the
three unit tests were analyzed separately and com-
bined as one test. The data presented in these ta-
bles are error scores. Table 17 shows the results
for the Unit I test. The maximum number of errors
on Unit I is 21. The Pre Test score for Group I is
13.1. The Post Test score is 6.3. The mean gain is
6,A The Pre Test score for Group II is 15.5 The
Post Test score is 5 ,7. The mean gain is 9.8.



TABLE 17 Pre Post Error Scores on Unit I

Exp I Group Exp. II Group
can "lain

Pre Post Gain Pre Post Gain

13.1 603 -6.8 15.5

N = 28 pairs
t = 2.664

507 -9.8

Gain Exp. II over
ti

D2

85 1217

The t test of the' significant dif-
ference between mean gain scores of paired groups
shows that Experimental Group II gained significantly
more (.02 level) than Experimental Group I. Thus, on
Unit I, going through the program twice resulted in
greater achievement than going through the program
once.

The results for the Unit II test
are presented in Table 18. The maximum number of
errors possible on the unit II test is 58.

The t test of the significant dif-
ference between mean gain scores of paired groups
shows that Experimental Group II gained significantly
more (.01 level) than Experimental Group I. Thus, on
Unit II, going through the programmed material two
times did result in greater achievement than did go-
ing through the programmed material once.

Table 18 Pre Post Error Score's on Unit II

E-11. I Grou Ex. n II Grou Gain Exp. II over
Exp. I

Pre

27.6

Post
Mean
Gain Pre Post

Mean
Gain -Diff. D2

12.3 15.3 30.0 803 21.7 179 3357

N = 28 pairs
t = 3.743

The results of Unit III tests are
presented in Table 19. The maximum number of errors
on the Unit III test is 53.
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The t teat of the significant dif-
ferences between mean gain scores of paired groups
was not significant (.05 level).

Table 19 Pre Post Error Scores on Unit III
Exp, I Grou -Exp, II Group Gain Exp. II over

I

14 D2--Pre Post
can

Gain Pre Post
i Mean
Gain

Exp.
*Din'.

32.4 10.9 -21.5 34.9 8.4 -26.5 141 5533

N = 28 pairs
t = 1.9794

In Table 20 the error scores on all
three tests are combined.

The t test of the significant dif-
ference between mean gain scores of paired groups
was significant (.01 level). Thus, going through the
program two times did result in greater achievement
in terms of an overall error score.

Table 20 Pre Post Error Scores on all Three
Units Combined

Exp. I Grou Ex o II Group Exp.

44;4-1-
II over2* DPre Post

can
Gain Pre Post

.Gain
Mean
Gain tpT.. Diff.

73.1 29e5 4366 80. 2204 -58.0 405 16,725

N = 28 pairs
t = 3.825

b. Criterion Test. The means and
variances for the Criterion Test are presented in
Table 21 for Experimental Group I and Experimental
Group II. The numbers in the table represent errors
on the Criterion Test. The total number of errors
possible on the Criterion Test is 31. The mean num-
ber of errors for Experimental Group I was 8.7. For
Experimental Group II, the mean number of errors was
905. Both groups got over 70 percent of the items
correct. However, the difference between the means
of the two groups is not significant.
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Table 21 Criterion Test: Means and Variancesm.M.1*.04......
1....-4*...a

Groups
.....

11
2

Exper. I 807

____

4703

Expor. II 9.5

.rn.0...
6207

N = 56

t = .465

Going through the programs two

times had no positive effect as far as the Criterion

Test :-core is concerned.

c. Retention. The means and varian-
ces for the Post Post Toot results are presented in
Table 22 (the last two columns) for all three units
combined. Again, the mean scores in the Table are

error scores. The poes:' ".e error score for all
three units combined is 132o The re-In numbtz)r of

error scores for Experimental Group I is 26.5. The

mean number of error scores for Exper2.1.=t11 Group
II is 22.6. Theoe Post Post msano aro not signifi-
cantly d:'..ffere.it (.05 level).

Table 22 Retention Test (Post Fo:Tt, And
Pre end Poet Lens P.r4 Vitr c s

Groups

...m.a .. a., ...:. ...at 4.a
.Fro

Y s
2

post
1

1 X s
2

,
::..osl,

J..

''11.) ,q-.,o,e
,

Exp. I 7301 474
i

2905 478 12605
1

'00

Exp. II 80.4
.

299
.........1 ,

2204 I
....................

553 1 2206
woo.... me.............................

583

E:7permental Group I (one expo-
sure) improved from the cf the Post testing
to the time of the Post Post (retention) Test (2905
to 260 5). E7Torj.montal Group l.T. did not change
from the Post Test to the reontirm test (22.4 to
220 6). The reminiscence effect noted in Study I
was replicated for aperimmtal Group I but not
for the croup cxposed twice to the programs (Ex-

perimental Grou-e II).
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Igo Conclusions. The purpose of this pilot
study was to compare the learning and retention of
those EMH pupils exposed to the programmed materials
once with those pupils exposed two times. From a pool
of 75 children located in five special classes, 28
matched pairs were selected for the study. One member
of each pair was selected at random to be exposed two
times. The matchee was assigned to the group exposed
only one The mean gain scores on the test on Unit I
were significantly different. The group going through
the programs twice gained more than the group going
through the programs once. The mean gain scores on
the Test on Unit II were also significantly different.
The group going through the programs twice gained more
than the group going through the program once. The
mean gain scores on the test on Unit III were not sig-
nificantly different. When the scores on all three
units are combined, the mean gain scores are signifi-
cantly different (.01 level). Experimental Group II
gained significantly more than Experimental Group I.
On the Criterion Test the difference between the means
of the groups we,-) not significant. On the retention
test (Post Post) , the difference between means was
not significant. The reminiscence effect found in
Study I was replicated for the group going through the
programs once but not for the group going through the
programs twice.

Co Study TIT

1. Purpose. In Study I, concerned with the
relative effectiveness of the programmed instructions
the supervision of children, using the AVM Desk, was
the responsibility of a research assistant. In Study
II, concerned with the effects on learning and reten-
tion of repeating the programmed instruction, the su-
pervision of the children was also the responsibility
of a research assistants In both of these studies,
the desk was located in a room other than the class-
room. It was the purpose of Study III to determine
whether the AVM system could be used effectively in
classrooms, under the supervision of classroom teach-
ers.

2u Method,

a. Experimental design, The design was
rather loosely structured. The greatest concern was
teacher and pupil reaction. Thus, observations were
made and interviews were held with the teachers.
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However, in some classes Pre and Post Tests were ad
ministered. These tests were administered by the re-
search assistant.

b. Sample. In one school, Giffen,
desks were placed in two second grade classrooms com-
posed of 1:'.1-derline and low average pupils and one
classroom of educable mentally handicapped pupils.
In another school, the desk was used for a short per-
iod of time in a classroom of five -brain damaged''
children. In School 24, the desk was used in a class-
room of educable mentally handicapped pupils. In this
classroom, only three children, recently admitted to
the class, were exposed to the program. All of the
other children in this classroom had previously been
exposed to the programs as part of another study.

c. Treatment, Since teachers were al-
lowed and even encouraged to use the AVM system as
they thought appropriate, the use of the AVM system
varied with the specific type classroom and teacher.
In some classrooms the teacher exposed all of the
children to the program as part of the class schedule.
In other classrooms children were only allowed to go
to the desk when all of their other work was finished.
In some classrooms the desk was located in front of
the room, where all of the children could see a child
going through the program. In other classrooms the
desk was located at the back of the room, behind a
screen, in such a manner that the children could not
see the child at the desk.

3. Results.

a. Teaching children to use the Desk.
The teachers used a variety of techniques for teach-
ing the children to use the AVM Desk. In the
classroom where only three recently added children
were exposed to the programs, the teacher taught one
child to place the slides and tapes and that child
taught the second child. Then the second child
taught the third child. In the classroom of five
;train damaged- children, the teacher had the five
gather round the desk for instructions. In this
classroom, the teacher also had the children go
through each program as a group (by use of the sep-
arate speaker rather than the head phones) and then
had each child go through the program individually.
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b. Teacher reaction. Study III was
terminated by the end of the school year. Thus, the
conclusions and reactions of teachers and pupils were
necessarily limited to only about one month of expo-
sure to the AVM system, and to completion of only the
first unit `of the programmed instruction. Most of the
teachers had suggestions as to the kinds of concepts
they would like to have programmed. One teacher sug-
gested more concrete number concepts. Another teacher
suggested multiplication and division facts. Still
another teacher suggested measurement and making
change.

The major advantage of the desk
as seen by teachers is that a given child can be
learning while the teacher is working with other
children. The individualized instruction idea was
frequently mentioned in the interviews.

The teachers who have used the
desk in their classroom want it again. They reported
that the children were eager to use the Desk.

Quotations from those of the teach-
ers are included below:

(1) EMH Class. The children en-
joyed the programs as well learned from them. The
children learned to operate the desk by themselves
(set carousel tray, etc., after first time). It did
not disturb the group. The children asked to go
through the programs again and again. I had the
lowest group start first. The 'Tiore than-Less Than
program taught the concept most adequately. I feel
they learned this concept well. I would like to
have the desk all the time--throughout the entire
year. There was a high level of interest. I made
up seat work to reinforce the concepts and also
used count down, like a spelling bee, on certain
concepts.0

(2) Second Grade (Borderline and
low average intelligence). A11 the children were
fascinated by the teaching machine for arithmetic.
They all wanted to use it as often as possible, and
did not tire of listening to the same unit many
times. All of them learned the concepts presented,
but I felt that the experience had the most meaning
for the slowest learners. It is this group of chil-
dren who need the constant repetition that this
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machine makes available. I think it is an excellent
method and can be used for reinforcement of as well
as for introduction to various concepts. It has
proved to be a valuable learning experience for both
the children and myself,

(3) Second Grade (Borderline and
low average intelligence) . Although there was no
testing of my class either before or after their use
of the "Arithmetic Desk, I feel that they could not
have helped but benefit from this experience with it.
All stated that they liked using it- for various rea-
sons. The race was fun; they liked writing on the
screen; they liked wearing the earphones; they liked
working alone. Everything but any mention of the sub-
ject matter! This, I feel, was an advantage. They
didn7t know they were learning. It was fun instead
of work. As my group was on the C level, I found that
I needed to be with the person who was using the desk
for the first few minutes, to be sure they knew what
to do. Often I sent one of the children who had been
through the program back to watch and help whoever was
using the desk. This worked well. There was no con-
fusion caused in class by having the desk, except for
the initial curiosity."

c. Pupil reaction. The teachers re-
ported the pupils enjoyed using the desk; even those
pupils who apparently learned very little from the
programs. During the first exposure to the desk,
some pupils were distracted, but after the novelty
wore off, they settled down and learned the material.

One concern and pleasant surprise,
was that, in all of the classrooms; the teacher was
able to locate the desk so that the children in the
classroom were not disturbed or even distracted by a
child going through a program. In the EMH classroom
wherein only three newly added children were exposed
to the programs, (since the other children had been
exposed as part of an earlier study) those children
previously exposed, repeatedly asked if they couldnVt
go through the programs again.

d. Pupil performance. Certain se-
lected characteristics of the five "brain damaged"
children along with the Pre Post Test results for
Unit I, are presented in Table 23. These children
ranged in chronological age from 74-125 months.
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Their mental ages ranged from 47 to 84 months, their
Ns from 60 to 100. All of these children made
gains. Their error scores were considerably reduced.
The maximum number of errors possible on this test is
21. Several children were very close to this maximum
on the Pre Test. On the Post Test they all made con-
siderably less than half as many errors. Apparently
the teacher's use of the programmed instruction (go-
ing through the progranas as a group and then indi-
vidually) was effective am improving performance.

Table 23 Selected Characteristics and Error Scores
Damaged Boys Unit I

SuIV.
w

Characteristics of the Sara; le Error Scores
Sex .CA MA IQ Pre 4 'ost ains

1 M 79 47 60 20 8 12

2 M 123 79 64 17 8 9

3 M 109 E4 77 15 1 14

4 M 74 74 100 19 6 13

5 M 125 84 67 15 5 10

Range 74-125 47-84 60-100 115-20 1-8 9-14_,

The characteristics and performance
of the three new children in the EMH class is summar-
ized in Table .24. Two of these children gained little.
The other child scoring the highest possible errors on
the Pre Test, scored lowest on the Post Test.

Table 24 Selected Characteristics and Errors Scores:
EMH Children (Unit 1)

Subj
#

ChAracteristics of the
MA

Sam.le
IQ

Error Scores
Sex CA Pre Post Gain

1

111111

F 109 78 72 17 13 4

F

F

118 69 5 8 21

11 4 79 69 15 162 3.

Range 109-118 69-79 58-72 5 21 6-13 3 -15
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The characteristics and performance
of ten pupils in the borderline and low average Grade
2 classroom who completed the Unit I of the programmed
instruction are reported in Table 25. These pupils
were selected for Pre and Post assessment because they
all had mental ages of less than 90 months. Their
chronological ages ranged from 8.8 to 111 months.
Their mental ages ranged from 76 to 89 months, and
their IQs from 75 to 90.

On the Pre Test, the error scores
of these ten subjects ranged from 15 to 19 with a
mean of 16.5. The maximum number of errors possible
on the Unit I test is 21. On the Post Test, follow-
ing one exposure to the programmed materials, the
mean number of errors was 4.3. This difference be-
tween means is significant at the 001 level of con-
fidence.

Examination of the individual
scores and the characteristics of the sample do not
lead to any explanation for the differential gains.
For example, subject number 9, with a CA of 111, and
MA of 85, and an IQ of 77, made the least gain, while
subject number 2 with similar characteristics gained
considerably more. Thus, attempts to discover a men-
tal age, chronological age, or IQ cut off, a level
for which the programs may not be appropriate, have
not been successful thus far.

4. Summary and Conclusions. The pur-
pose of this study was to determine whether the AVM
system could be used effectively in classrooms under
the supervision of classroom teachers. The design
was rather loosely structured since the chief concern
was with pupil and teacher reaction. In some classes
Pre and Post Tests were administered to assess pupil
gain. Desks were placed in second grade classrooms
of borderline and low average children, in a class-
room of five ''brain damaged" children, and in class-
rooms of educable mentally handicapped children.
Teachers were allowed to use the AVM system as they
thought appropriate. As a result, different tech-
niques were used for teaching the children how to
place the slides and tapes and differential use was
made of the materials. The teachers had favorable
comments about the system. In particular, they men-
tioned the possibility of individualizing instruc-
tion. One child could use the desk to learn while
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Table 25 Selected Characteristics and Error Scores:
Borderline and Low Average Intelligent Children

,..-

Subj.
i-fr

Characteristics of the qmptle Error S o es
Sex CA MA IQ Pre Post Gain

1 F 96 83 87 16 4 12

2 M 108 83 77 16 6 10

3 F 103 87 84 15 1 14

4 M 97 81 84 16 2 14

5 M 99.. 89 90 17 2 15

6 F 88 78 89 19 9 10

7 F o oii 76 77 16 3 13

F 108 87 al 16 4 12

9 M 111 E5 77 16 10 6

10 M 101 76 75 18 2 16

.--J-

4L 101.0 82.5 82,1 16.5 443 12o2

s 6.5 4.4 503 104 2.9 2.8

t = 12937

p < .01

the teacher worked with others, The teachers also had
suggestions' cc .aing what they would like to see pro-
rrammed. The children had positive reactions to the
use of the desk. The Pre Post Test scores showed that
most pupils made considerable improvement.

D. Stucly_IY

1,, Purpose. The programmed instruction in
arithmetic was designed for educable Mentally Handi-
capped children whose mental ages were less than 96
months, Studies T and II demonstrated that the mater-
ials developed were effective in teaching arithmetic
concepts to these children. Study III provided limited
related evidence to show that low intelligence pupils
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(IQs 75-90) also learned from the programmed instruc-

tion. The purpose of this study was to determine
whether these programmed materials could be used with

trainable mentally handicapped children.

2. Method.

a. Experimental design. The Pre Exper-
imental design used in this study was a one group, Pre

Post Test. Since the study was intended to be explora-
tory, teacher and pupil reactions to the programmed
materials were also of concern. These reactions were
assessed through unstructured observations and teacher

interviews.

b. Sample. One school, containing four

classes of trainable mentally handicapped children, was
selected for this study.

c. Treatment. Twenty-one of the pupils

in these four classrooms were given the Pre Test, were
exposed to the programmed instruction, and were given

the Post Test. The programmed instruction as well as
the Pre and Post Test was under the supervision of a

research assistant. The programs and tests were ad-

ministered outside the classroom.

3. Results,

a. Teacher and Pupil reaction. Study

IV was terminated by the end of the school year. Thus

the study was limited to the completion of only one
unit of the programmed instruction. The special class
teachers had many criticisms of the programmed in-
struction:

"The vocabulary is sometimes not

appropriate. It is ?above the children. It needs

to be simplified.''

''The program steps need to be

smaller. The programs need to repeat more frequently.

"Some programs are too long.

uSome concepts are too abstract.;'

The teachers did, however, see some
advantages and future possibilities. One advantage
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they mentioned is that a given child can be learning
at the desk while the teacher is working with other

children. Furthermore, they pointed out the repeti-

tion value. That is, a child may experience the ma-

terial over and over again until he has learned it.
The teachers reported that the children seemed to have
a positive attitude toward the programs, and using the

desk,
b. Pupil performance. Certain selected

characteristics of the sample along with the Pre and
Post Test results for Unit I are presented in Table
26. The mean chronological age of these children was
173.3 months with a standard deviation of 50.1. The

mean mental age of this group of trainable children

was 59.5 with a standard deviation of 13.5. The mean
IQ was 39.0 and the standard deviation was 4.9.

Very minor changes occurred from the

Pre to the Post Test. On the Pre Test the mean number

of errors was 17.5. On the Post Test the mean number
of errors was l5.4. Most of the scores are in a posi-

tive direction; (fewer errors) . This difference be-
tween means approaches significance at the .05 level
of confidence. Many rival hypotheses exist for ex-
plaining this difference: the effect of the Pre Test,
regression phenomenon, error of measurements, etc.
Certainly the gains were minor and not comparable to
those of educable mentally handicapped children.

4. Summarl and Conclusions. The purpose of
this study was to determine whether the programmed ma-
terials developed for educable mentally handicapped
children whose mental ages were below 96 months could
be used with trainable mentally handicapped children.
One school containing four classes of trainable men-
tally handicapped children was selected for this
study. The Pre and Post Test was administered to the
sample, Observations were made and teacher interviews
were conducted. The children made little gain on the

Post Test after one exposure to the programmed mater-
ial. The teachers had many criticisms of the pro-
grammed materials but thought that with modifications
this technique would be useful in teaching these kinds
of children. The teachers believed that in spite of
relatively little learning; the children had positive
attitudes toward the experience.
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Table 26 Selected Characteristics and Error Scores of
Trainable Mentally- Handicapped Children (Unit I)

,---

Characteristics of the Sample

,

,

Error Scores ..._

Subj. # Sex MA (Mo. ) CA (Mb. IQ Pre Post Gain

1 F 70 248 39 19 19 0

2 F 70 228 39 18 10 +8

3 M 7 212 43 18 17 +1

4 M 70 218 39 16 15 +1

5 F 59 214 33 18 13 +5

6 M 32 74 43 17 19 -2

7 M 51 116 44 18 18 0

M 75 156 4 13 11 +2

-..9 M 64 169 39 18 15 +3

10 F 76 208 42 17 17 0

11 F 43 126 34 18 19 -1

12 F 69 201 38 20 15 +5

13 F 70 228 39 18 13 +5

14 M

F

63
l

42

206

173

35

29

20

19

17

18

+3

+115

16 M 71 185 41 15 13 +2

17 F 46 116 40 18 10 +8

18 M 35 91 38 16 17 -1

19 F 48 94 51 15 14 +1

20 F 58 195 31 19 18 +1

21 F 59 182 33 18 16 +2

77.-
.t. 5905 1733 39.0 17.5 15.4 2.1

3.027js 13.5 5001 4.9 1.9
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IV. Discussion

A. Phase

During the first phase of the study the ac-
tivities were concentrated on (1) developing economical
audio-visual equipment, and (2) developing effective
audio-visual programs for teaching selected arithmetic
concepts to EMH children. During this phase, the pro-
ject took on the added task of preparing accompanying
classroom materials for teachers to use with groups of
children to reinforce the arithmetic concepts and di-
rectly involve the teacher in the instructional system.

The device finally developed for presenting
programmed materials to children is referred to as the
Audio Visual Manipulative Desk, During the early
stages in the development of the desk, visual cues and
visual reinforcements were presented on a vertically
placed screen while motor responses were made on a
horizontally placed magnetic board. This called for,
continual shifting of attention from screen to magnetic
board and magnetic board to screen. A breakthrough
was effected by placing the screen on the working sur-
face of the desk so that the child was able to respond
directly on the screen by writing and placement of
artifacts. The visual reinforcers of motor behavior,
both written and manipulation, were presented directly
on the response surface so that confirmation was sim-
plified. Visual cues for the placement of artifacts
reduced drastically the number of verbal directions
needed,

The placement of slide trip signals on the
tape presented few technical problems. However, un-
less signals which stop the tape player are also used
the programs would be exclusively machine paced. To
partially allow for differences in response time, the
programs were made pupil paced by placement of stop
signals, immediately following cues for motor behavior.
This feature enabled the child to complete the motor
response and then reactivate the tape player. Thus,
the slow child could take his time while the child
with excellent coordination .could proceed without an
arbitrary delay. By recording new master tapes with
stop signals immediately following all cues for verbal
and motor responses, the programs would be completely
pupil paced, Thus latency could be used as a variable
in measuring learning,
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While use cf tape and individual slides is
admirably suited to the production and editing of the
programs, the program packages are bulky. After satis-
factory field evaluation, transfer of the edited pro-
grams to film strips, sound track 8 mm film, video
tape or some combination of these would undoubtedly
reduce size ;Ind costs. Further, development of such
a system would be desirable because film or video tape
are admirably suited to programs written to teach time
concepts, such as day, night, week, season, year, be-
fore, after, the clock, and the calendar.

Twenty-one different sequential programs were
developed and organized into three units of instruction.
Obviously, only a beginning has been made in program-
ming arithmetic concepts for EMH children. Some EMH
children need to learn certain pre arithmetic concepts
before the current programs are appropriate. A paraA
digm for teaching these necessary pre arithmetic con-
cepts using the AVM system has been prepared. Also, a
beginning has been made in programming additional
arithmetic concepts for EMH children. The long range
goal is to teach the concepts prerequisite to the de-
velopment of skills for simple budgeting, shopping,
household accounting, payroll deductions, etc.

For each of the programs, accompanying illus-
trated materials have been prepared for teachers to
use with groups in the classroom. Although these ma-
terials have been well received by classroom teachers,
they have not been systematically evaluated and their
effect on retention is not yet known.

For each unit of instruction a test was de-
vised to assess the child's understanding of the arith-
metic concepts included in that unit. This test admin-
istered by the AVM Desk has been shown to be effective
in measuring change. When used as a Pre Test, care
must be taken to avoid frustrating children. That is,
experience has shown that several unit tests should not
be given to children who do not understand the concepts
at a point in time. Rather, if the child does not un-
derstand the concepts in Unit I, he should be exposed
to Unit I (success experience) before being given the
test on Unit 11. A calculated risk in the use of any
Pre Test is that the emission of an incorrect response
in terms of one trial learning, may introduce inter-
ferences in later learning.
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\B. Phase II
\

During the second phase of the study, four
separate studies were designed to evaluate the pro-
grammed materials.

Study I demonstrated that the AVM system was
an effective variable in producing differential re-
sults That is, those children exposed to the pro-
gramm3d materials gained more than those children
taught by conventional methods. The accompanying ma-
terials for teachers to use with groups of children
were not used in this study. Therefore, one can only
speculate as to whether use of the accompanying mater-
ials would enhance the differences found, improve reten-
tion, or even pose unforseen problems.

This study was limited in that the programmed
instruction was supervised by research assistants and
the children were taken to a rooms other than a class-
room, for exposure to the programs.

Study II demonstrated that going through the
programs twice did produce higher Post Test scores than
going through the programmed materials one time. How-
ever, this difference did not hold up on a retention
test three weeks later.

The design used in this study was a matched
pairs, Pre Post Test design, The member of the pair,
selected for two exposures, was determined at random,
at the beginning of the study. Thus, half of the chil-
dren who did well the first time (made few errors) as
well as half the children who did not do well the first
time (made many errors) repeated the programs a second
time, One serious :Limitation of this design was that
the high scoring children could not be expected to im-
prove since they were near the test ceiling initially.
Also, in exceptional cases, the pupils were resistant
to a second exposure, This design did not help in
the identification of pupils who might profit from
multiple program exposure.

Study III demonstrated that the AVM System
could be used effectively in classrooms under the sup-
ervision of classroom teachers in a variety of set-
tings.
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One of the most encouraging outcomes of this
study was the eagerness with which the teachers ac-
cepted this equipment (and the programs) and the many
novel circumstances they created to use it effectively.
All of the teachers asked to have the materials again
next year

Study IV demonstrated that the programs of
Unit I developed for educable mentally handicapped
children were inappropriate for trainable mentally
handicapped children, when these children were exposed
once. Despite the fact that the children made rela-
tively little gain their attitudes toward the experi-
ence were positiveG One can only hypothesize as to
why these children eagerly looked forward to the ex-
perience. Perhaps it was the attractiveness of the
colored slides of familiar objects, Perhaps it was
the manipulation of attractive three dimensional ob-
jects. Perhaps it was some positive feelings in con-
trolling some of the pacing. Perhaps it was the
auditory stimulus or perhaps it was some combination
of these or other factors.

Regardless of the reasons the reactions of
the children and the teachers were encouraging. Al-
though the teachers had many criticisms of the pro-
grams, they all thought, that with program modifica-
tion, the technique would be useful in teaching con-
cepts to those kinds of children.
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Conclusions Ilmlicati.ons, and Recommendations

A. Conclusions

The conclusions with respect to the effective-
ness of the AVM System in teaching arithmetic concepts
to educable handicapped children are presented for
Phase I in terms of the equipment and the programs,
and for Phase II, for the four field studies.

1. AVM p]qui.pment, In summary, the AVM Desk
was developed and was effective in presenting the
audio-visual manipulative programmed lessons to ed-
ucable mentally handicapped children. The equipment
is reliable and simple enough to be serviced by an
electronic technician. The cost of commercially pro-
ducing the desk is estimated to be less than five hun-
dred dollars

2 AVM Programmed Materials. The twenty-one
sequential programs devised to teach arithmetic con-
cepts to educable mentally handicapped children were
effective. Children learned arithmetic concepts and
retention of learning was demonstrated.

3. Study I. Selected arithmetic concepts
were taught to EI children by the AVM system (Exper-
imental) and by competent and experienced teachers
(Control). Both groups learned. The gains of the
Experiment Group were significantly greater than the
gains of the Control group. One month after the
treatment ended; both groups had somewhat higher
scores on the test of retention. The differences be-
tween the Experimental and Control Groups remained
significant, Post Test scores of both groups were
more closely related to mental age than to chronolog-
ical age and IQ.

4, StudyII, Twenty-eight matched pairs of
EMH children were randomly assigned to two treatments
(one exposure versus two exposures to the AVM les-
sons) . The group exposed to the AVM lessons twice
learned significantly more than the single exposure
group. Single vs. double exposure to the programs.
failed to result in significant, differences on the
Criterion Test or on retention (Post Post Test) . Ex-
perimental. Group,I (one exposure) improved from the
time of the Post testing to the time of the Post Post
(retention) Test. Experimental Group II did not
change from the Post Test to the Retention Test.
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5. Studer III. Teachers found that individ-
ual pupil use of the desk in the classroom fitted
smoothly into the regular instructional program.
Very little teacher time was required in supervision
because most children operated the desk independently.
Teacher and child evaluation was most positive. Lim-
ited Pre Post evaluation indicated that the pupils
learned the programmed concepts.

6. Study IV. Trainable mentally handi-
capped pupils learned very little in one exposure
to the programs of Unit I. The teachers recommended
that more appropriate programs be prepared for their
children.

B. Implications

The implications from the findings of this
study lend support to previous implications result-
ing from other studies of programmed instruction and
learning. That is, programmed instruction will un-
doubtedly teach more children a greater amount of
concepts more effectively. At a general theoretical
level, the implications are: (1) The sequence of
instruction beginning with physical representation
of bhe properties of things (in this study numerical
properties) and building progressively to symbolic
representation, linking concrete manipulative be-
havior to abstract symbolic behavior, is effective
in teaching children. (2) A multisensory approach
(doing, seeing, and listening) allows for careful
control of input so that distractors are minimized
and attention is maintained. (3) The extent to
which instruction increases the number of initial
correct responses, to that extent interference is
reduced in subsequent learning. (4) Focusing on
the crucial rather than the irrelevant discrimina-
tions allows for mastery of the desired concepts.

Within thiL framework of general implica-
tions the specific implications of this study are:
(1) More simple and more complex pre-arithmetic
and arithmetic concepts need to be programmed. (2)
The procedure and system may also be effective in
teaching other kinds of pupils arithmetic concepts.
(3) The procedure and system may be effective in the
teaching of other visual and auditory discrimina-
tions as are needed in early reading programs. (4)
Other evaluative studies need to be conducted to
determine (a) the relative effectiveness of the
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various components of the system, and (b) the effec-
tiveness of the system when used under different con-
ditions and procedures.

C. Recommendations

1. AVM Equipment. It is recommended that
(a) sound track 8 mm film and video tape be adapted
for presentation of the programs in the AVM Desk,
(b) monitoring techniques be developed for the as-
sessment of pupil response, and (c) a feasibility
study in adapting the programmed materials for com-
puter assisted instruction be initiated.

2. AVM Programmed Materials. It is recom-
mended that (a) programming of arithmetic concepts
be continued, (b) programs be developed to teach the
visual and auditory discriminations necessary for the
teaching of reading, and (c) the taped programs be
made completely pupil paced so that studies of latency
response may be initiated.

3. Study I. In field evaluation of programs_A
similar to Study 1,

_

it is recommended that the evalu-
ators record pupil responses on mark sense cards to
make item analysis of behaviors feasible.

It is recommended that the effectiveness
of the classroom activities in teaching arithmetic
concepts be studied in an extension of the design of
Study I. For example, by using six groups and an an-
alysis of variance one could determine the relative
effectiveness of the programmed instruction, accom-
panying materials, and conventional methods,

Using randomized groups and a Post Test
this design might be schematized as follows:

Greqns Post Test

1. Programmed instruction only X
2. Conventional instruction only X
3. Accompanying materials only X
4. Programmed instruction and accompanying

materials X
5. Conventional instruction and accompanying

materials X
6. Conventional instruction and programmed

materials X
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L Study II. It is recommended that the
design of Study II be refined so that the main sample
be comprised of pupils who make many errors on the
Post Test of a unit. Matched pairs would be randomly
assigned to experimental and control groups. The ex-
perimental subsample would be exposed to the programs
a second time while the control subsample would re-
ceive no additional instruction.

5. Study III. It is recommended that the
use of the AVM System in a school library or material
laboratory setting be evaluated. A collateral prob-
lem would be teacher prescription of programs to be
administered for remediation.

6. Study IV. It is recommended that (a) the
AVM System be evaluated in a variety of classrooms
for at least a semester; and (b) when the system is
used in a class of hyperactive children, the system
be effectively isolated within the classroom.
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VI. Summary

The problem, purpose, methods, results, and con-
clusions are considered briefly in the summary.

A. Problem

When children enter the first grade, certain
assumptions are made concerning the concepts that they
have developed previous to entering school. And, as
they continue through school, each teacher continues
to make certain assumptions regarding the concepts
that children have learned in the preceding year.
These assumptions are often incorrect for all chil-
dren and in particular are incorrect for handicapped
children. Because of their special handicaps they
may proceed at a different rate of growth than the
average child; they may learn new concepts more slowly;
and assumptions regarding the concepts they possess,
as they continue in school, become more and more pre-
carious.

Even in special classes for the educable
mentally handicapped children, there is a wide range
in the concepts grasped. Thus, in spite of the fact
that class size is reduced, because of the nature of
EMH children, a considerable amount of the teaching
time is devoted to teaching a given concept to a very
few, or to only one child at a time.

It has been estimated by Mayo (14) that
there are currently 1,250,000 mentally retarded school
age children and that only about 250,000 of these
children are enrolled in special classes wherein be-
cause of reduced size, special teacher competence,
and the homogeniety of the group, some attention may
be given to individual concept development. However,
the other four-fifths of the mentally retarded school
age population, not in special classes, may not be
expected to receive the individual attention neces-
sary to develop these concepts.

One area in which help may be found for
teachers in their attempt to deal with individual dif-
ferences is programmed instruction. To have programmed
materials available which are able to identify whether
children know certain concepts and to have programmed
materials available to teach handicapped children the
concepts they lack, should be an asset to the majority
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of these children, regardless of whether they are lo-
cated in special classes or in regular classrooms.

B. Purpose

The overall purpose of this study was to de-
velop audio-visual equipment and materials for teach-
ing educable mentally handicapped children arithmetic
concepts and to evaluate the developed programmed in-
structional materials.

During the first phase of the study the ac-
tivities were devoted to accomplishing the first pur-
pose, developing audio-visual equipment and materials.
More specifically, this purpose was: (1) to develop
economical audio-visual equipment, (2) to develop
audio-visual programs applicable for use with econom-
ical equipment for teaching selected arithmetic con-
cepts to EMH children.

It was realized as the programming progressed,
that if these programmed materials were to be effic-
iently used in classrooms by teachers, it would be ad-
vantageous to prepare accompanying materials related
to classroom activities for teachers to use with groups
of children. Thus, the project took on the added task
of preparing accompanying materials as well as a des-
cription of their use.

During the second phase of the study the ac-
tivities were devoted to accomplishing the second
purpose, evaluating the developed programmed materials.
Specifically, this purpose included: (1) comparing
EMH students taught by conventional methods with
those taught via programmed instruction, (2) icompar-
ing EMH students exposed to the programs once, with
those exposed two times, (3) determining the effects
on pupil performance of teacher use of the instruc-
tional system, (4) determining the effectiveness of
selected programs in teaching the trainable mentally
handicapped.

C. Method

1. Develoment ofEqutament. The develop-
ment of economical audio-visual equipment was under-
taken by the Albany. Public Schools before the grant
was received and continued during the first phase
of this project.



Several devices and combinations of devices
were used during the trial period including the Audio-
Graphic, manufactured by the Graflex Corporation and
the Teleguide, manufactured by the LaBelle Corpora-
tion.

The device finally developed and in use in
this project is referred to as the Audio-Visual Man-
ipulative Desk. Inside the desk is a Kodak cartridge
slide projector from which visual information is pre-
sented on a horizontally placed screen and a loop
tape player (Tape-Dek II) which transmits audio mes-
sages to the child .either through a speaker or
through earphones. The child manipulates objects
on the response surface (the screen) or writes on
the surface using a water soluble ink felt pen. The
AVM Desk can be either pupil paced or program paced.

In the programs for the AVM Desk (developed
to date) visual and auditory reinforcament is used.
The programs are pupil paced for all frames which in-
volve manipulation.

2. Development of Audio-Visual Materials.
Programmed instructional materials for teaching EMH
children skill sequences in arithmetic were devel-
oped. Twenty-one different sequential programs are
now available on such topics as sets, elements,
counting and enumeration, more-than, less-than, or-
dinals, etc. The twenty-one programs ar.e organized
into three units of instruction. Unit I, Sets and
Matching, is composed of three programs. Unit II,
One, Two, Three, is composed of ten programs. Unit
III, Zero, Four, Five, is composed of eight programs.
These programs are primarily designed for EMH chil-
dren whose mental ages are below eight years.

The sequence of instruction begins with
physical representation of the numerical property of
things and builds progressively to symbolic repre-
sentation, i.e., an arithmetic concept is developed
first with objects, then pictures, and finally num-
erals. A wide variety of stimuli is presented to
the child, without presuming any ability on his part
to read. The sequence links together the concrete
manipulative behavior in which the EMH child has
some facility with the abstract symbolic behavior
with which he has difficulty. In a sense, it is a
means of connecting, doing, seeing, and saying, in-
to a highly organized multisensory learning exper-
ience.
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3. Develo ment of Assessment Devices. For
each of the three units of instruction a test was de-
vised to assess the childvs understanding of the
arithmetic concepts included in that unit. The tests
are programmed and administered by the AVM Desk. The
tests can be administered initially to determine the
childYs level of understanding and can be administered
again following the exposure to the Units of Instruc-
tion, to assess learning.

Another kind of test, referred to as the
Criterion Test; was also developed. This test was
designed to measure whether a child knows the con-
cepts included in all three units. This device is
not programmed, nor is it associated with the AVM
Desk. It is administered individually by an examiner
and takes approximately ten minutes.

4 Accompanying Materials for Teachers. For
each program produced, accompanying instructional ma-
terials have been prepared for teachers to use with
groups in the classroom. That is after children have
been exposed to the programmed instruction, these ma-
terials (games, songs, etc.) can be used to reinforce
the learning and thereby improve retention.

Also a manual for Teachers has been pre-
pared. This manual includes a curriculum guide for
each program. The manual describes the objectives
of each program, the operation of the AVM Desk, and
the uses of the three-dimensional objects. The man-
ual describes in detail the programmed materials.
Also it describes the classroom activities which re-
inforce programmed learning.

D. Results and Discussion

l. Study I. The purpose of Study I was to
determine the relative effectiveness of the programmed
instruction in teaching selected arithmetic concepts
to EMH children. Two classes (experimental) of EMH
pupils were exposed to these concepts through pro-
grammed instruction (the AVM Desk.) Two other EMH
classes (control) were taught by the teachers of the
classes. All groups improved during the treatment
period, September through December. The Post Test
scores of the experimental groups, however, were con-
siderably better than the Post Test scores of the
control group. Continued improvement was noted on a
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follow-up testing one month after the experimental,
treatment was removed. Both the experimental and
control groups improved during this Post treatment
period. Incidental to the major findings it was
discovered that the Post Test scores were more
closely related to mental age, than to chronological
age and IQ.

2. Study II. The purpose of this study was
to compare the learning and retention of these EMH
pupils exposed to the programmed materials once with
those pupils exposed two times. From a pool of 75
children located in five special classes, 28 matched
pairs were selected for the study. One member of
each pair was selected at random to be exposed two
times. The matchee was assigned to the group exposed
only once. The mean gain scores on the tests on
Units I and II were significantly different. The
group going through the programstwice gained more
than the group going through the programs once.
The mean gain scores on the Test on Unit III were
not significantly different. When the scores on
all three units are combined, the mean gain scores
are significantly different (.01 level) . Experi-
mental Group II gained more than Experimental Group
I. On the Criterion Test, the difference between
means was not significantly different. On the Re-
tention Test given three weeks after termination of
the treatment, the differences between means was not
significant.

3. Study III. The purpose of this study
was to determine whether the AV ,System could be used
effectively in classrooms, under the supervision of
classroom teachers. The design was rather loosely
structured since the chief concern was with pupil
and teacher reaction. In some classes Pre and Post
Tests were administered to assess pupil gain.
Desks were placed in second grade classrooms of
below average children, in a classroom of five
'brain-damaged" children, and in classrooms of ed-
ucable mentally handicapped children. Teachers
were allowed and even encouraged to use the AVM
System as they thought appropriate. As a result,
different techniques were used for teaching the
children how to place the slides and tapes and dif-
ferential use was made of the materials. The teach-
ers generally had favorable comments about the sys-
tem. In particular, they mentioned the possibility
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of individualizing instruction. One child could
use the desk to learn while the teacher worked
with the others. The teachers also had sugges-
tions concerning what they would like to see pro-
grammed. The children had positive reactions to
the use of the desk. The Pre Post Test scores
showed that most pupils made considerable improve-
ment.

4. Study IV. The purpose of this study
was to determine whether the programmed materials
for educable mentally handicapped children, whose
mental ages were below 96 months, could be used
with trainable mentally handicapped children. One
school containing four classes of trainable mentally
handicapped children was selected for this study.
The Pre and Post Test was administered to the sam-
ple. Observations were made and teacher interviews
were conducted. The children made little gain on
the Post Test after one exposure to the programmed
material. The teachers had many criticisms of the
programmed materials but thought that, with modifi-
cation, this technique would be useful in teaching
these kinds of children. The teachers believed
that, in spite of relatively little learning, the
children had positive attitudes toward the experi-
ence.

E. Conclusions Implications and Recommendations

1. Study 10 Within the limitations of the
design, Study I demonstrated that the AVM System was
an effective variable in producing differential re-
sults. In this study, the supervision of the pro-
grammed instruction was under the control of research
assistants in a room other than the classroom and the
classroom reinforcement activities were not used. Ad-
ditional evaluative studies need to be conducted to
determine the effectiveness of these variables.

2. Study II. This study demonstrated that
going through programs twice did produce higher Post
Test scores than going through the programmed mater-
ial once. However, this difference did not hold up
on a retention test three weeks later. Both the ex-
perimental and control groups (matched pairs) were
composed of children who scored high on the Pre Test
as well as those who scored low. The ceiling effect
of the test may have masked the differences between
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groups, An additional study, selecting only low
scoring pairs, is needed to ascertain the effects
of repeated exposure on retention.

3. Study III. Study III demonstrated
that the AVM system could be used effectively in
classrooms under the supervision of classroom
teachers, in a variety of settings. The results
suggest that the AVM System is suited for classroom
use It is recommended that the System be evaluated
systematically, for longer periods of time.

4. Study IV, This study demonstrated that
programs developed for educable mentally handicapped
children were inappropriate for trainable mentally
handicapped children, when these children were ex-
posed once. In spite of the relatively little
learning, the children had positive attitudes toward
the experience. Teachers and research assistants
concerned with the study indicate that the technique
has possibilities. However, separate programs need
to be developed for this type of pupil.
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I. Introduction

The AVM Desk is basically a convenient and comfort-
able arrangement to permit subjects, usually children,
to partake of an individual audio-visual-manipulative
experience. The first construction drawing of the desk
is presented in Figure A-1; the second construction
drawing of the desk is presented in Figure A-2. The
slightly sloping top has a translucent screen for
slides projected from the interior; upon which objects
may be placed, rearranged, or removed, or lines drawn
and erased. The audio part of the program is available
from a loudspeaker, but headphones are normally used.

Typically; the subject is asked to operate a switch
which applies power to both the slide projector and
tape player. The audio output presents a program of
instruction; during which the slides are changed at
appropriate times. On some occasions the child is
asked to respond by some particular manipulation, and
in order to insure sufficient time for completions the
tape player shuts itself off at these points until it
is deliberately restarted by the operation of a second
switch or button. At the end of the program, the sub-
ject is asked to turn off the power switch.

Equipment for playing and recording magnetic tapes
which includes the ability to initiate slide changes
and noff,'; or estop" signals; is commercially avail-
able but is expensive; bulky, and uses tapes which must
be threaded between reels, a considerable inconvenience

In May 19660 the projectors used were Kodak Car-
ousel model 800, and seemed to produce no problems.
The tapes were recorded and played back by RCA Model
3YD 11 stereo tape recorders designed for home enter-
tainment use. These recorders use the RCA tape cart-
ridge, now becoming obsolete, in which there are two
small reels holding about 400 ft. of tape. Both ma-
chines had been modified. One had the voice on one of
a stereo pair of tracks and used the other for slide
change signals. No stop signals were used, and the
programs used with this player had pauses whose durw
ation was estimated to be correct, at the appropriate
places. The other equipment had an extra playback
head added, and one of the four stereo tracks which
would have been used had the cartridge been turned over
was used for "stop" signals. A special recording box
with buttons for "stop" and "slide trip' was provided.
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At that time neither of these equipments was op-
erating properly. There were many difficulties. The
amplifiers, originally vacuum tube types, had been re-
placed by solid state amplifiers. The temperature in-
side the recorders would gradually rise, in use, to
very high values, since the drive motor and power
transformer were poorly ventialted, putting the ampli-
fiers, including the voice channel, out of operation.
The signals which were recorded to produce slide trips
or stops were merely 60 Hz. voltages from a transformer
winding. The amplifiers and tape heads were very in-
sensitive to such a low frequency, however, and what
came out upon playback was mostly higher harmonics,
and with little energy content. New tape players of
the same model were no longer available, and the pres-
ence of the extra head increased the difficulty of in-
serting tape cartridges.

As a temporary expedient, the temperature problem
was obviated by removing the transistorized amplifiers
from inside the case to an external position where
there was little temperature rise.

The unit using 3 channels was put into operating
condition, but both units occasionally produced spur-
ious slide trip signals and sometimes failed to trip
slides at proper points. The reasons were complex but
trouble resulted in general from lack of control of
the amplitude and duration of the recorded signals,
sensitivity to interfering noise, variation of sensi-
tivity with temperature, and even imperfect erase of
previously recorded signals.

II. Desirable...astern Characteristics

For long term use in classrooms as well as in the
laboratory, the following system characteristics were
thought to be desirable:

A. Each desk should have a playback unit only
so accidental erasures would be impossible.

B. All recordings would be made by a standard
tape recorder, not directly associated with
a playback desk.

Co The durations of the recorded control signals
should be uniform and not controlled by the
operator.

D. The simplest possible tape threading
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arrangement was desired, with a tape cartridge the
first choice.

E. If possible, recordings should be made on one
pair of stereo tracks only.

F. Conventional equipment should be used wherever
possible to simplify maintenance and service procedures.

III. The Tape Player

The recent introduction of a low cost unit for
playing stereo tapes in automobiles provided the basis
for a system satisfying most of the above requirements.
Auto tape players are of two general types, both of
which use endless loop cartridges of quarter inch mag-
netic tape of similar design. The "eight track.' sys-
tem, however, divides the tape into eight sections,
each less than 1/32 inch wide. A double tape head is
then physically moved to one of four positions, at
each of which there is a stereo program recorded on
the tape. The four track system has capability for
only half the program material per foot of tape, but
is less critical of mechanical tolerances and more
nearly compatible with available recording equipment.
Some of the features of a typical auto 4 track stereo
player follow: Tape speed .- -3 3/4 inches per second,
Tape length--to 300 or 600 feet depending on cartridge
size, Maximum program time--16 minutes for 300 foot
cartridge for 1 stereo pair, Outputs -for 2 ox' 4 loud-
speakers, Program choice--by turning knob which moves
tape head 1/16 inch. It should be noted that lubri-
cated type tape should be used to prevent binding.

The use of such a player unit in an AVM desk in-
volves a number of considerations: some of which may
be contrasted with the use of RCA cartridge players.
The RCA cartridge, as mentioned previously, is really
a pair of spools, pre-threaded with tape and almost
completely enclosed. Operation is more or less con-
ventional in that in most players the forward, fast
forward, and rewind functions are inciuded. Endless
loop cartridges players, however, are designed to op-
erate forward wh0n the cartridge is plugged in and
no reverse or fast forward is available. This means
that a program, Once begun, must be run all the way
to the end at normal speed to reach its beginning
again. This should not be a disadvantage in normal
operation (indeed, freedom from the necessity to
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rewind is an advantage) but it may occasionally be a
nuisance.

Although two stereo channels are available on a
particular 4 track tape, only one is actually usable.
There are two reasons for this. Most recording equip-
ment uses a pair of heads fixed in position which are
adjacent to the first and third quarters of the tape
passing by. After the spool is empty, the tape is not
normally rewound, but turned over. The second and
fourth quarters now pass the same pair of heads but in
the opposite direction, In a cartridge player, the
pair of heads is moved physically but the direction
of tape motion is always the same. There is therefore
compatability for one stereo pairs but not for both,
Even if a recorder were available with two head posi-
tions, there would still be a practical difficulty.
At a point almost exactly in the center of the programs
timewise, it would be necessary to switch the head po-
sition to play back the second half of the program.
Although automatic means for doing this are available,
a difficult problem exists in the recording process
and it seems much simpler to merely leave one pair of
tracks unused and to limit programs to 16 minutes, or
32 minutes with larger cartridges.

Although auto tape players are designed for use
with an auto battery as a power supply, several manu-
facturers offer for sale a 120v ac to 12 v dc conver-
ter unit to permit the tape players to be used in the
home. Both player and converter are compactly built
however, and a third unit is necessary to house the
control equipment. In the systems now in use the
third unit is fastened directly to an appendage to the
power unit (converter) and occupies only about 30
cubic inches.

IV. Procedures for Recordin Pro rams on Ta e

The general operating procedure for a system us-
ing an automobile tape player in an AVM desk can be
described as follows: A stereo tape recorder is ueed
to record the voice program on one channel. While con-
trol signals may be simultaneously recorded, it is us-
ually easier to introduce them after a program has been
completely recorded and any corrections needed have
been made. The control signals are short tone bursts,
actuated by operating button switches. It is therefore
best to use a tape recorder which permits simultaneous
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recording on one channel of a stereo pair while moni-
toring the other, At the appropriate points in the
program, one or the other of two buttons is operated.
These are labeled STOP and SLIDE TRIP. They each pro-
duce a tone burst about 1/3 second long regardless of
the duration of time the switch is depressed. The
STOP tone burst is at about 250 cycles per second, and
the SLIDE TRIP at about 2000 Hz. These tones are then
recorded on the tape at a high level (close to satura-
tion.)

The recorded program, or a copy of it, is then
cut from the tape supply spool, and using the proper
procedure, loaded onto an endless cartridge spool.
The steps in doing this were as follows:

Remove the supply reel. Take the reel from the
take-up spindle on the recorder and without turning
it over, place on the supply spindle.

Place an empty reel on the take-up spindle. Wind
the recorded tape fast forward in the normal manner.

Place an empty cartridge reel on the supply spin-
dleo Rewind--oxide side of tape facing out. Fold
inner tape, so that this .can later be disengaged eas-
ily.

Remove .1$" tape from outer circle. .

. .

Remove 9" tape from inner circle.
Splice A.. cut . .

B. tape
C. trim

Load cartridge. With left hands or finger, re-
lease spring brake. With right hand, pull tape from
center until slack is taken up., Place tape around
guide posts.

Place wire.
Place cover and screw.

When this cartridge is then played in an auto type
player installed in the AVM desk, the audio program is
available from a loudspeaker or one or two sets of
headphones, each with individual volume control. The
second channel, which is normally connected to a sec-
ond loudspeaker, goes instead to a pair of electrical
filters which separate the high and low frequency
tones. .The filtered tones then go to circuits which,
in effect, count the number of cycles. If only a few
cycles are counted, this circuit assumes that the dis-
turbance was a spurious noise and does nothing. If a
sufficient number are counted, the SLIDE TRIP circuit
closes a relay contact momentarily which advances the
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slide change mechanism of the slide projector.

If a stop signal of sufficient duration is re-
corded the action is similar up to the point where a
relay contact is momentarily closed. In this case,
however, a second larger relay is caused to operate
and to lock itself in the closed position. This dis-
connects the power to the tape player, turning off
its amplifiers and motor, and the tape coasts to a
stop. Mounted on the desk surface there are two il-
luminated push buttons; which are now energized, and
glow. Depressing either of these buttons momentarily
will open the larger relay, blacking out the buttons
and restarting the amplifiers and tape drive motor.
A block diagram of the Playback System is shown in
Figure A-3. A block diagram of the Tone Burst Gener-
ator used to produce the tones for recording signals
is shown in Figure A-4.

V. Technical As of the Sytem

A. ,Equipment

The tape recording equipment currently in use
consists of a Sony model 200 stereo recording system
and a Sony model 350 stereo tape desk. The voice pro-
gram is recorded using standard techniques on channel
2 using either the recorder or the desk. The speed
used is 3 3/4 i.p.s. When the program has been satis-
factorily recorded, it is then played back and simul-
taneously, control signals are recorded on channel 1
at the appropriate points. This can also be done with
either machine. The resulting tape is considered a
master, and used to produce copies. With two stereo
machines available, one is used to play back, and the
other tc record a (two channel) copy of the master.
The copying may be done at 7 1/2 i.p.s. to save time.
The copy, on lubricated tape, is then cut a few inches
beyond the end of the program and rewound on to an
empty endless cartridge spool using the technique
described above.

The recording equipment is not particularly
special, and nearly any brand of stereo recorder would
be satisfactory provided that it permitted recording
on one channel while listening on the other. The only
difficulties experienced so far have been connected
with the problem of locating particular spots on the
master tape. Unfortunately the tape -footage'' counters
really count revolutions of the take up spool, so the
apparent length of a program depends on whether it is

A-9
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near the center or outside of the spool.

B. Illeconrolsignal Source

Control signals are nominally 200 Hz. for
''stopc. and 2000 Hz. for "slide trip.- They are gen-
erated in a home built unit, the Tone Burst Generator,
whose circuit is shown in Figure A-5. The two sinus-
oids are produced by separate phase-shift oscillators,
which are only energized when the particular one-shot
associated with each is operated. The control panel
contains a power switch, a pilot lamp and two momen-
tary contact switches, appropriately labeled. The
switches are interlocked, so that the tones of both
frequencies cannot be produced simultaneously, al-
though this feature is not needed. The triggering
method used results in a burst of about one-third
second regardless of how long the button is depressed.

The unit has performed satisfactorily and is
quite flexible, but if redesigned should probably use
a multivibrator and integrator instead of phase shift
oscillator; and possibly a single one-shot and single
oscillator with the button determining the oscillator
frequency.

C. 112IERPLIAME.

The tape players in use are of the four
track stereo cartridge type. More specifically they
are called -Tape-Dek II" and made by the Automatic
Radio Mfg. Co. The units are modified slightly in
order that the channel I output level cannot be
changed by adjusting any front panel controls. The
modification consists of clipping the lead to the
center tap on the front panel "balance:: control, re-
moving the 4 clips connecting the panel mounted tone
and volume controls to the printed circuit board, and
soldering an attenuator to the connectors. The atten-
uator consists of a 3.9k resistor and a I k trimmer
pot mounted so that it can be adjusted to be in just
the right spot. The attenuator is usually set to clip
the amplifier output slightly on slide-trip signals
recorded at high level. It is expected that these
units can be serviced by electronic equipment repair-
men so long as a note explaining the modification is
enclosed.

D. The Pplarlunaz

Automatic Radio power supplies, model EPS

A-12
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6363 are used as companion units to the tape players.
They are supplied with a cable and plug which con-
nects to the tape player; carrying the outputs of the
tape player to terminals for loudspeakers located on
the power supply. The reason for this arrangement is
convenience. Normally the tape player operates in an
automobile; but may be removed and used at home by
plugging in the single cable connector.

In this application the power supply was modi-
fied considerably. The physical changes consist of
disconnecting the leads from the left side terminals
(looking from the rear) in order that they may be
used as the terminals leading to the switch which re-
starts the player after a "stop.:: The ground terminal
on the left is also removed. The on-off switch is re-
moved and a relay installed in the space thus left
vacant. One side pannel also has several holes drilled
to permit the control unit box to be fastened as an ap-
pendage to the power supply.

The power supply comes equipped with a single
transistor which drops the voltage from 18 to 12 or
14. The output voltage with no loadl, however, is over
20. In the present application, there are times when
the main load is disconnected, but unusually high volt-
age changes are not desired on the signal unit, so some
regulation must be incorporated. An additional 100
ohms is added to the 180 ohms resister in the base cir-
cuit; and the 309K resistor is replaced by a 1 watt
12V zener diode. The actual circuit used is shown in
Figure A-6. Notice the interesting circuit around SR
2, the second "stop'd relay, When not energized, one
of its normally closed contacts carries the load cur-
rent. The 4start" button is short circuited, and
manipulating it cannot affect the circuit. When the
contact of SR 1 operates momentarily, however, SR 2
is energized, and locks in its energized condition
since the load current now flows through its coil.
The 33 ohm resistor is needed to make SR 2 operate
rather than buzz. Most of the supply voltage now ap-
pears across the coil (and the start button) and very
little across the load. The start button is an illum-
inated bell button, and its glow is an indication of
the -stop" condition. Pushing either :13top': button
shorts the relay coil, and its contact then closes,
carrying the load current.

E. The Control Unit

The control unit is not commercially
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available. It is constructed on a piece of perfor-
ated fibreboard about 2 1/2" by 5- which is mounted
in a 5 1/4:' x 2 1/8i' minibox which is in turn bolted
to one side of the power supply unit. The electrical
circuit is shown in Figure A-70 There are two RC
filters, one low pass, and one high pass, with cut
off frequencies around 750 Hz. They each drive
"diode pump- circuits, the high pass, for "slide
trip," with a capacitance ratio of 22, and the low
pass; for "stop," with a capacitance ratio of 10.
The slide trip relay closes a contact which is con-
nected in place of the "slide advance button" on the
slide projector, and the stop relay in the power sup-
ply box, previously discussed.. An attempt has been
made here to use the amplifiers in the tape player to
the greatest extent possible, and to then use as few
components as possible in the control unit. Note
that there are no gain adjustments at all. The lower
threshold, to eliminate noise, is provided by the
use of silicon diodes and a silicon transistor. Short
noise spikes do not have enough "cycles': to charge the
diode pump output capacitances to a value sufficient
to trigger the relays. This immunity to noise is very
important for reliable operation. In actual use,
slide trip signals do not trigger the slide trip re-
lay unless they have been recorded at least at the
level indicated by the "red- design in the usual re-
corder level monitor.

VI. Results and Recommendations

Several of the magnetic tape systems just des-
cribed have been in daily use in the AVM Desks for
nearly six months. The operating experience has
been generally good, but there are a number of pre-
cautions to be observed to insure proper performance.
It is essential that the control signals be recorded
at a high level. It is anticipated that with time
and use the signal output upon playback will be re-
duced, so a reasonable margin of excess signal should
be provided on new tapes. No aging effects have been
noticed, however.

A difficulty which did arise was due to the fact
that auto tape players, unlike recorders, are not
equipped with braking devices. and when the power is
interrupted, they gradually coast to a stop. When re-
energized, some time is &lso needed to recharge the
amplifier capacitors. The result is that after a
stop signal the system is not responsive to anything
recorded on the tape for about a second. If a
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-slide trip" signal is recorded following a "stop"
signal (as is often the case, it is essential that
the "slide trip" signal be delayed enough to avoid
the dead time. The voice program should also have
a pause of more than a second after every Stop.''

There have been a few problems associated with
the tape players, some due to poor components, and
some to poor assembly, but the only serious problem
has been delay in supplying factory replacement com-
ponents.

The fact that tapes must be playod through and
cannot be rewound has not proved to be much of a
problem for normal operation, but is certainly incon-
venient for service procedures. It is very useful to
make a special short test tape with control signals
recorded at successively decreasing levels. The use
of this tape quickly indicates any sensitivity varia-
tions of the players and associated equipment.

The slide projectors have caused little trouble
but are potential sources of difficulty for two rea-
sons. When the main switch is turned off at the end
of each program, both the projection lamp and fan are
deenergized. Kodak recommends that the fan be left
running fro a few minutes to avoid the possibility of
projection lamp glass softening and possible damage to
a coni:.enser lens. We have had no 'diffi.culty of this
sort. probably because the p7ojection lamps have been
operated in their "low- switch position. The other
problem is also related to projection lamp heat. Un-
less the projector is positioned in the enclosure in
such a way that its fan blows the heated air out, .the
entire enclosure including projector, power supply,
and player may become overheated.

An advantage of this system over those wherein
a special recorder-playback unit is used has recently
become apparent. It is now possible to produce any
number of copies of properly prepared tape. programs
with a minimum of time and effort.

One possible addition to the system has been dis-
cussed but not yet implemented. As an aid to evalua-
ting the responses of students using the Desk with no
direct supervision, it should be easily possible to
add a small secondary tape recorder and microphone.
This w,uld be energized only when the 'stop" light
was on. The tape length for each student would then

A-18



be a measure of the total time he took in making re-
sponse. The particular vocal responses requested
during the program would be recorded on the tape for
each student and could be subjected to a quick evalu-
ation at the end of each day's use. Automatic or re-
corded evaluation of manipulative responses has been
discussed and is possible, but not by such simple
means,
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I, Introduction

A. Problem

As all teachers realize. when children begin
the first grade of elementary school, certain assump-
tions or value judgments are made concerning the
amount of previous concept development that the vari-
ous children in a class may have gained. As an indi-
vidual progresses from one year to the next, such sup-
positions by teachers are continuously made. However,
just as normal children mature socially at different
levels and speeds, children also develop their mental
capacities at different rates of speed. This diver-
gence is even more marked when it concerns mentally
handicapped children.

Individual differences between all children
exist, but the mentally handicapped children as a
whole learn and progress in growth much more slowly
than the average child. As a result, their individ-
ual variations are much more pronounced and erratic.
Therefore, assumptions regarding the concepts such
children may possess as they continue in school have
a much greater chance of being unstable.

As a result of the learning variability found
in the special classes for the educable mentally handi-
capped, the teacher realizes that her pupils have
reached or failed to reach several different levels of
concept development. Thus, she must spend a great per-
centage of her time working with her pupils in very
small groups or even individually to help each develop
at his own level.

even though the number of pupils in a special
class is reduced from that of the average class, it
still remains especially difficult for the teacher to
have enough time to help each of her pupils individu-
ally. One area where help may be found for teachers
in their attempts to deal with individual differences
is programmed instruction. To have programmed mater-
ials available to identify whether children know cer-
tain concepts and to have programmed materials avail-
able to help teach handicapped children the concepts
they lack, should be an asset to a great many pupils.

With this background in mind, an audio-visual
manipulative desk, programs designed to teach basic
arithmetic concepts, and the materials to accompany



the programs were developed in the office of Research
and Psychological Services, Giffen Memorial School,
Albany. New York, through a grant from the Branch of
Handicapped Children and Youth, of the United States
Office of Education (Demonstration Proposal 32-42-
6165-5005).

D, Pur pose

The purpose of the programs designed for use
in the Audio-Visual-Manipulative Desk (AVM Desk) is to
teach basic arithmetic concepts. The purpose of using
the programs and the AVM Desk is to aid the teacher in
her task of reaching all of her pupils--individually,
on their own conceptual level. The instructional ma-
terials serve this -aiding- purpose in at least four
different ways.

First, it enables the teacher to make better
use of her time in that she can be working with an-
other child or a group while one child is going
through the program.

Second, the teacher may use the Pre Post Test

to determine readiness. There is a Pre Post Test with
each of the three units of programs. The Pre Test is
given before the child experiences any of the teaching
programs. The results of the test will help the
teacher judge whether or not the child already under-
stands the materials of each particular unit.

Third, the programs may be used on a remedial
basis, only, to help each individual child with his
weak points.

Last the activities or accompanying materials
are considered, For each program produced, instruc-
tional materials have been developed which are appro-
priate for the teacher to use with individuals and
groups, The purpose of these materials is to rein-
force the learning and thereby to improve retention.
Most of the activities are in game form and they make
use of manipulative materials such as magnetic and
flannel boards and figures. These activities may be
used after all the children in a class have experi-
enced the AVM Desk and programs in order to help de.
termine or aid learning, or in conjunction with pro-
grammed instruction or may be used independently of
the AVM Desk instruction,
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The materials available to date are designed
to teach selected arithmetic concepts to educable men-
tally handicapped pupils whose mental ages are between
60 and 96 months and whose IQ/s are between 50 and 75.

Co 2U:1Y Findings

Four separate field studies, pilot studies,
have been conducted for the purpose of evaluating the
programmed materials in arithmetic. The first study
was designed to determine the relative effectiveness
of the programmed materials versus conventional in-
struction. Two classes of EMH pupils were exposed to
these concepts through programmed instruction and two
other classes were taught by the teachers of the
classes. All classes improved. However, the mean
Post Test scores of those classes taught by programmed
instruction were considerably better than the mean
Post Test scores of those classes taught by conven-
tional methods.

The second study was designed to compare the
learning and retention of those children exposed to
the programmed materials once with those exposed two
times. Twenty eight pairs of children matched on sex
and mental age, drawn from a pool of 75 EMH children
located in five special classes, in one school, were
differentially exposed t, the programmed materials.
The mean gains, Pre Post, were significantly differ-
ent. The group exposed twice gained more than the
group exposed once. However, on the follow up, a
month later, the differences were not significant.

In both of the first two studies, the pro-
grammed instruction was under the supervision of a
research assistant. The third study was designed to
determine whether the programmed instruction could be
used effectively by teachers. Thus, the AVM system
was placed in four different classrooms; only the Pre
and Post tests were administered by a research assist-
ant. The results indicated that the teachers could
utili7e these materials effectively; the children did
impi-ove in knowledge and understanding of arithmetic
concepts and skills; the children enjoyed using the
desks; the teachers wanted to continue to use the
materials. Teachers found that the AVM Desk was
easily integrated into the routine class procedures.

The fourth study indicated that few train-
able EVIH children profit from one exposure to Unit I.
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II. Instructional _System

The instructional system consists of the AVM
Desk and the instructional materials.

A. Description and pseofthe Desk

The Audio Visual Manipulative Desk is used to
present the arithmetic programs to the children. In-
side the desk are a cartridge tape player, a power
supply unit and a slide projector. This equipment
within the desk is used simultaneously to present the
programs to the child. The child hears the program
through earphones while corresponding slides are be-
ing projected on the screen. Both verbal and motor re-
sponses are required. The machine is paced so that
the child may have as long as he wants to make a motor
response but only a certain amount of tame to make a
verbal response; that is motor responses are pupil-
paced, and verbal responses are machine-paced. When
the child is asked to make a motor response, the tape
trips a stop signal so that the program will stop tem-
porarily in order for the child to make his response.
When he is finished, the pupil presses a lighted but-
ton on the surface of the desk, and the program con-
tinues.

'During the programs the child is presented
with many devices or artifacts that he can manipulate.
Such manipulation helps the child to use and to com-
bine the use of many of his senses, such as sight,
hearing and touch. In this manner, the child is given
practice in improving his visual motor cc-ordination.
To put it another way, co-ordination between doing and
thinking is encouraged and reinforced.

There are several steps that must be followed
in order t: set the machine up for proper use. They
are as follows:

1. The desk lead is inserted in the wall
socket. The desk is turned on by pushing up on the
switch at the side of the desk.

2. The carousel slide tray must be inserted
into the holder in the projector. It is placed at
zero where the notches of the tray and projector fit
together.



3. All the programs begin with slide number
1 so the slide tray must be moved to that position.
This is done by pressing and holding the "select" but-
ton down with one hand and moving the tray counter-
clockwise to the position for slide number one. At
this point the projector i3 ready and the switch at
the side of the desk should be turned off so that the
loop cartridge may be inserted.

4 To load the tape players take an endless
loop tape cartridge and hold it far to the right of
the tape player opening, then press the cartridge
firmly in place. The AVM Desk is now ready to present
a program.

5. Place artifacts, water soluble ink pen
and moistened sponge on the desk.

6 The child must be instructed to put on
the earphones. The volume of the earphones may be
controlled by changing the position of the appropri-
ate knob on the side of the desk. He may use the pen
(water soluble marker), sponge (to erase the screen),
and artifacts as the program asks him to do so. It
must also be explained to him to press either of the
glowing buttons when he is finished with a particular
task so the program may continue.

7. When the child is seated at the Desks
the switch on the side -of the Desk is turned on.
The child proceeds through the program by following
the directions recorded on the tape.

B. Instructional Materials

1. UnitIprogLanal Sets.

a. Objectives. The purpose of this
first program is to introduce to the child the concept
of -set.- The idea of set is perhaps the most signif-
icant concept which threads itself throughout all of
mathematics. Each new mathematical idea which the
children will meet relates to set concepts. Therefore,
to thoroughly teach this concept to the child is the
first objective. The commutative and associative
properties are not stressed as such in the program.

In the program, the child first
learns to specify verbally that a group or collection
of objects is a "set.- He also learns to identify a
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set by pointing to a collection of objects within a
circle. Another means by which the child comes to
understand the concept of aset" is by motor specifi-
cation of a set by (1) drawing a circle around ob-
jects and (2) placing objects within a circle.

The developmental sequence for
grouping or placing objects within a set is as fol-
lows: (1) grouping of identical objects, (2)
grouping of elements with some common characteristic,
i.e,., color, size, shape, function, (3) grouping of
objects at random. In this first program the child
groups only identical objects in sets

In conclusion, the child learns two
things: (1) to name a group of objects as a ''setv''
and (2) to form a set of specified objects.

b. The criterion behavior is as follows:
(1) Verbal specification of a group of objects as a
set;" (2) Identification of set as a collection of
objects within a circle by pointing; (3) Verbal iden-
tification of a collection of objects within a single
circle as a set of objects; (4) Motor specification
of set by drawing a circle around objects; (5) Motor
specification of set by placing objects within a
circle.

c. New Vocabulary: Group, set, ring.

d. The AVM Program Inventory is as fol-
lows: (1) Slides and Frames: 46 slides, 27 teaching
frames, seven cue frames; (2) Respcnses: 11 motor.,
16 verbal; (3) Manipulative Materials: three knives,
two spoons, four forks; (4) Time: 12 minutes.

e. The classroom activities include:

(1) Flannel Board

Materials: Flannel board; flan-
nel board cutouts: large oval ring, four each of
stars. discs, birds, apples.

Activity: Scatter the cutouts
on board, some inside of ring, and some outside of
ring. Teacher and/or pupil requests of child, 'iMake

a set of all the stars," Child makes set and iden-
tifies the set. Then, child scatters the cutouts.
Continue with other cutouts.

B-8



(2) Game: The Set Makers

Materials: 8" x 10.; acetate
cards with string loops. Four each of stars, discs,
birds, and apples.

Activity: A chalk circle is
drawn on floor. Pupils are randomly assigned to two
teams. Each team selects a captain. The captains
distribute cards which are suspended across the shoul-
ders. Captain A selects a member of Team B and re-
quests, ''Make a set of all the horses.° The member
of Team B finds all the horses in Team B and leads
them into the circle. Children in the set chant, "We
are a set of horses." Each child then returns to his
team. Alternate with A and B teams. Record score of
each team. Acetate cards may be redistributed among
children.

(3) Supplementary Activities

The teacher places several boys
within chalk ring on floor, This demonstrates a set
of boys. Same for girls same for boys and girls,
which demonstrates a set of children. A child selects
several classmates, Another child draws chalk circle
to demonstrate that children now are a set.

Pupil chooses classmates and
places them in circle and explains, "John and Mary
are in the set, or "This is a set of boys and girls°
or .;This is a set of children.- The Farmer in the
Dell may be modified by identifying the children in
the set, as the game progresses.

Teacher and pupils may refer to
any group in the room as a set, e.g., Row 1 is Set 1,
etc.

2. Unit I Program 2 Elements of a Set

a. Objectives. Once a child has learned
the concept of set, he is ready to learn about the in-
dividual members of a set. The term used to identify
the objects in a set is lielements" of a set.

Objects are usually grouped together
as a set for some specified basis or purpose. That
is to say, there is a property which each object or
element has that determines it as a member of a
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specific set. An element may belong to a set merely
because we list it as a member of the set, or because
it satisfies a rule which assigns elements to the
given set.

As in all the programs, the child
learns to identify an 'element " by both verbal and
motor means. The child verbally identifies objects
within a set as "elements of the set,;' as well as nam-
ing specific objects within a set as elements. The
negative approach is also used in that the child is
asked to specify that objects cutside of a circle are
not elements of a set.- The motor identification of
elements of a set is presented in three ways, (1)
identification of an element by writing an x over an
object, (2) specification of an element by placement
of an object within a circle and (3) specification of
a set by drawing a line around verbally identified el-
ements in a field of objects.

b. The criterion behavior is as follows:
(1) Objects within a set verbally identified as "elem-
ents of the set;" (2) Motor identification of element
by writing an X over an object (3) Verbal specifica-
tion of elements within a set by naming the elements;
(4) Verbal specification of sets as made up of elem-
ents; (5) Verbal specification of objects outside a
circle as "not ;r elements of the set (negative in-
stance;) (6) Motor specification of element by place-
ment of objects within a circle; (7) Motor specifica-
tion of set by drawing a line around verbally iden-
tified objects in a field of objects.

c. New Vocabulary: Element, elements
of a set.

d. The AVM Program Inventory is as fol-
lows: (1) Slides and Frames: 47 slides, 121 teach-
ing frames, 9 cue frames; (2) Responses: 9 motor,
112 verbal; (3) Manipulative Materialc: 1 knife, 1
spoon,, 1 fork, 1 hammer; (4) Time: 25 minutes; (5)
Special Instructions: The tape of this program has
been packaged in two cartridges. For those children
who are unable to complete the program in a single
sitting, the presentation may be in two parts. Note:
Be sure carousel tray is at Slide 21 when presenting
Part B.
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e. The classroom activities include:

(1) Game: Tika and Coco

Materials: 20'. x 30" chart (No.
1) Palm Tree, magnets and two monkeys. Ten v x 10'7
acetate cards as follows:

Card No.

Sample

Ob,-jects in Set

Watermelon and apple

Ob.iects not in Set

Frog

1. Bowl, lamp, mug, tele- Television
phone, radio

2.

3.

40

Fish, worm, fishing rod

Comb, dress, kite
building

Boy in rcwboat

Mailman

Frog, dog, turtle,
goat, fish

Bottle cap

Rocket, bottle cap,
red, white, and
blue flag

Green and white
flag

60 Dog, cat, tree, car Telephone pole

7. Lamp, table, desk Sofa
.r..,s...a.* ...ow, .........*

Oa Apple, orange, banana Watermelon

Jo Mailman, doctor, Fireman
policeman

104 Three monkeys Fish

Game directions: Teacher says,
"Today, boys and girls, we are going to play with
Coco, the little boy monkey, and Tika, the little
girl monkey. The girls will use Tika and the boys
will use Coco. You can help your team ?s monkey to
reach the top of the palm tree by answering some ques-
tions. Z am going to show you a picture of some ob-
jects. See if you can name the objects which are el-
ements of a set. Let ?s look at the first picture to-
gether. Taich objects are elements of the set?''

1..
..11...01.111114
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Response:
-The apple and the watermelon
are elements of the set.- (No
credit is given for just saying:
-The apple and the watermelon."
The answer must be in a complete
sentence)

Teacher:
"When a right answer is given,
your team's monkey moves up one
step, If an object is named
which is not an element of the
set. that team's monkey is moved
back one step. The first monkey
to reach the top of the tree
shows which team has won."

3. Unit I Program 3
gq2=12=219:21aLS.L.12211. Chart No. 1

a. Objectives. This program is designed
to help the child develop an understanding of equiva-
lence. Two sets are in one-to-one correspondence if
there is a pairing of the elements of these sets such
that each element in each set is matched with exactly
one element in the other set. It is not important
for the kinds of elements to be the same. It is the
number concept which is of value for the child.

The child learns to match the elem-
ents of a set by (1) drawing lines from individual
members of one set to individual members of another
set, (2) verbal identification of sets whose elements
match one-to-one and (3) verbal identification of
sets whose elements do not match one-to-one.

The idea is to teach the child to
recognize that two sets of different elements can
still have the same number. The long range desire is
that the child will learn to understand that the num-
ber concept can exist for an object separate from all
the other properties of that object,

b. The criterion behavior is as follows:
(1) Motor matching of elements of a set by connecting
or drawing lines from individual members of one set to
individual members of another set; (2) Verbal identifi-
cation of sets whose elements match oneto-one; (3)
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Verbal identification of sets whose elements do not
match one-to-one.

c. New Vocabulary: Match one-to-one,
do not match.

d. The AVM Program Invent cry is as fol-
lows: (1) Slides and Frames: 68 slides, 45 teaching
frames, 13 cue frames; (2) Responses: 12 motor, 33
verbal; (3) Manipulative Materials: three yellow
soldiers, three spoons, three forks; (1+) Time: 15
minutes.

e. The classroom activities include:

(1) The Squirrel Family

Materials: 20'; x 30 chart
(No. 2), six little squirrels.

Instruc-
tions: Teacher says, "Mrs.
Squirrel has six little
squirrels. Each squirrel
lives in a tree of his own.
The baby squirrels play all
day. When it gets dark, Mrs.
Squirrel always worries if any
baby is lost in the woods.
Mrs. Squirrel does not know
how to count. Let us help
Mrs. Squirrel find all her
babies.'

Give six
squirrels to six children.
Request, Put the squirrels
in the trees. If there is a
squirrel in every tree, the
baby squirrels and the trees
match (how?)"

Chart No. 2

Have six other children take
the babies out to play. One child hides his squirrel.
Request "Put the squirrels in the tree. Is there a
squirrel in every tree?"

4No, one squirrel is lost. The
baby squirrels and the trees do not match (how ?)
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Continue activity with differ-
ent children and different number of squirrels in
the trees. Under each condition, have children ex-
plain, "The baby squirrels and the trees do or do
not match one-to-one.-

(2) Game: Do They Hatch?

Materials: Flannel board: two
large size flannel rings; flannel cutouts of orange,
apple, banana, hammer, frog, saw, cat, dog, radio,
camera, boat, fish, bottle, ball, bat, glove; three
flannel strips 1/2. x 9 "; three flannel strips 1/2"
x l2 three flannel strips 1/2. x 15..

Instructions: Randomly assign
children to two teams. Give each team captain an as-
sortment of flannel strips. Give each team member a
flannel cutout. The teacher asks members of Team A
to place certain cutouts in Set A, same for members
of Team B, Teacher says, -Captain A, use your flan-
nel strips and see how the elements of Sets A and
B match..

After Captain A places the
strips: he asks a member of his team to state how
the elements match.

Alternate procedure with Teams
A and B, varying conditions of matching one-to-one
and not matching one-to-one.

Team with most successes wins.

(3) Game: Three Bears

Materials: Flannel board and
flannel cutouts of Papa. Mama, and Baby Bear, large,
middle-sige and small dishes, chairs, beds, and
jackets. Flannel rings are not used.

Instruct ons: Randomly assign
children to three teams. Distribute the Papa cut-
outs to Papa team, same for Mama and Baby teams.
Place Papa: Mama and Baby Bear cutout on three sec-
tions of the board.

The teacher select., the members
of each team to place their cutouts on the board.
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All combinations of cutouts are distributed so that
the elements of the three sets match or do not match,
e.g._ in selection of members, initially have all
elements placed in each set. Each team declares,
!'The sets match one-to-one." Later, not all elements
are placed in each set, Each team declares, ''The
sets d.c, not match one-to-one." Two sets may match
one-to-one but third set may not match.

On each trial, after cutouts
are placed on flannel board, a particular team con-
fers, then in unison declares, -The elements of the
sets ..1.z.1 or do not match one-to-one.- Ls skills are
developed the teams signify why elements do or do
not mabch one-to-one, e.g. nhere is a dish for
every bear.- As skills are developed, each team in
turn confers and distributes the cutouts.

The number of correct games de-
termines the winning team.

(4) Crayon Nan

Materials: 15 crayons

Instruction: Select four chil-
dren. The team selects the crayon man. As he distri-
butes four crayons, the class recites:

'Crayons, crayons, oh what fun!
We will match them one-to-one.
One for Jane, one for Bill,
One for Bea, and one for me.
(the crayon man).

As Crayon Man distributes three
crayons, the class recites

-Crayons crayons, oh what fun!
Do we match them one-to-one?
One for Jane, one for Bill,
One for Bea but none for me.

yi

(5) Supplemental activities. In-
troduction to matching may be effected by having chil-
dren raise fingers to match the number of taps made
by the teacher.
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Reading: Clark, Margery. The
1222a_1221112ah.9s, Doubleday Doran Co., Inc., 1924

Dagliesh, Alice, The Hot Day,-
The Hollyberrys. Scribners Sons, 19390

Song: Where is Thumbkin?
iiinclemaLenpook, Ginn and Company.

4. TIELIEragram 4 Pre Post Test

a. The AVM Program inventory includes:
(1) Slides and Frames: 20 slides, nine cue frames,
21 criterion frames; (2) Responses: seven Imotor, 14
verbal; (3) Manipulative Materials: One each of a
spoon pear, and red block, two toy cars, three ap-
ples, two cherries; (4) Time: ten minutes.

5, ;UnitLoaralnlIIPr One

a. Objectives. The objective of many
of the programs in this unit is to teach the meaning
of certain numbers. Ue start, naturally, with the
numeral -1.- The attempt is made to progress from
the child's understanding of sets and elements to the
new concept of number and the idea of numerals. The
development begins with introducing in the program a
set which has one elements The child is given prac-
tice in recognizing sets of one element by (1) point-
ing to the set with one element and (2) naming or
identifying the one element in a set. He is then
asked to give the response "One'' in answer to the
question, 'How many elements are in this cet?" At
this point, the child learns to abstract all the
other properties from an object in a set and he thinks
only in terms of number.

The objective of this program is to
help the child understand that a number can be repre-
sented as a specific numeral. He is taught to recog-
nize the numeral 1 and to relate his recognition by
(1) placins the numeral 1 on top of a set with one
element and (2) by writing the numeral 1 in the place-
holder below a set with one element.

In summary, the program teaches the
concept of number one and the representation of this
concept by the formation of the numeral 1.
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b. The criterion behavior is as follows:
(1) Motor identification (pointing) of set with one
element; (2) Verbal identification of one element in
set of one by naming element; (3) Verbal response one
to question -How Many?" in context of s_LIELe. object,
set of one element, one specified object in group of
several other objects; (4) Motor identification of set
of one element by placement of numeral 1; (5) Identi-
fication of one element set by writing numeral one
in placeholder.

c. New Vocabulary: One, numeral.

d. The AVM Program inventory is as fol-
lows: (1) "fides and Frames: 60 slides, 38 teaching
frames, six cue frames; (2) Responses: 14 motor, 24
verbal; (3) Manipulative Materials: Two blocks, the
numeral 1; (4) Time: 12 minutes.

The classroom activities include:

(1) Flannel Board

Materials: Flannel 'cutouts,
one 6" numeral 1, single chick, bunny, duck, and
bird, four oval rings.

Instructions: Place numeral 1
in center of board. Place four oval rings on board.
Distribute single cutouts to four pupils. As the
class recites:

"One little chick went peep,
peep

One little bunny went to sleep.
One little duck went quack,

Auack,
As one little bird fell asleep

on his back,"

the children place cutouts within single ovals which
make individual sets.

As the cutouts are removed, each
child announces, will take one little chick, etc."

(2) Supplementary Activities. To re-
inforce motor identification of one object, as a group,
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the children point to their one head, one mouth, one
chin one nose. Optional verse to be recited as the
children point to the parts of their body:

"1 have only one head,
I have only one mouths
I have only one chin and one

nose,
But I find I have no trouble

at all..
I get along fine with those,

"How many sets of one can we
find in the room?" 3ach child in turn responds, e.g.,
-I see one clock, etc." "I see one door.- see
one teacher." "I see one wastebasket." "I see one
teacher's desk.- see one record player.- "I see
one sink.-

6. Unit II Program 2 Two

a. Objectives. In this program, the
child learns the concept of the number two and recog-
nition of the numeral "2" in much the same manner as
he learned about "one'. in the previous program. In
addition, the child first experiences the natural or-
der of whole numbers when he builds a set of two by
adding "one more: to a set that already contains one
element, The two motor behaviors he performs in
learning how to make a set of two elements are: (1)
adding one object to a set that already has one ob-
ject ("one more pattern) and (2) placing two ob-
jects into an empty set that is designated by an empty
oval-shaped ring.

As in the previous programs the
ability bo identify a set that contains two elements
by verbally answering the question, -How many ele-
ments are j.n this set?" shows the child can recog-
nize and identify when a set has two elements.

The child also learns to discriminate
a set of two elements from a set of one or three ele-
ments in several different manners by (1) pointing to
the set with two elements, (2) placing a numeral 2 in
the appropriate position, and (3) writing the desired
numeral in the placeholder.
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As in all of the programs, the child
learns to express himself in two fashions, by verbal
and motor means.

The criterion behavior is as follows:
(1) Make set of two elements; (2) Discriminate set of
two elements from sets of one and three elements by
pointing. placing and writing numeral; (3) Identifica-
tion of set of two elements by saying -two;.: (2+) Com-
pletion of sentence, 4If you know the number, you
know (how many ?P (5) Discrimination of sets as hav-
ing the same or different number

co New Vocabulary: Same number; dif-
ferent number, how many.

do The AVM Program inventory is as fol-
lows: (1) Slides and Frames: 61 slides, 29 teaching
frames, 14 cue frames; (2) Responses: six motor, 23
verbal; (3) Manipulative Materials: Two each of trees,
flowers, birds; a single house. (1+) Time: 20 minutes.

e. The classroom activities include:

(1) Game of Two

Materials: Fifteen 9 x 11-
Game of Two sheets, each sheet consisting of nine
cells which depict one, two or three animalS under
column headings T, W, and 0; 99 (2 3/4* x 2 3/4'')
animal cards consisting of ten different animals in
groups of one, two, or three and labeled T, W, or
0; a cage (6.; x 6 x 6") from which zoo cards are
drawn; zoo inventory sheets; and 90 markers labeled
2 and 90 plain markers.

Directions: The class is di-
vided into teams. Teacher or child acts as a zoo
keeper, shuffling the TWO sheets and placing them
face down on the table. 'Each player is allowed to
draw a sheet. The markers are divided evenly among
the players, The -24 markrs will be used to cover
pictures of two animals; the plain markers will cover
all other pictures.

The zoo keeper selects an
animal card at random from the cages records the
card cm the zoo inventory sheet and announces that
he has a T, W. or 0 card with one, two or three
butterflies, cats, etc. For example, the zoo keeper
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calls, "I have a T card with two butterflies." The
player having a TWO sheet with this combination, then
covers the two butterflies with a "2" marker.

The game proceeds with the zoo
keeper calling the animals and the players covering
their TWO sheets with appropriate markers until a
player has three 2 markers in a row; then he calls
TWO - and the game ends. The player may have mark-
ers in a row. horizontally, vertically, or diagon-
ally. On each sheet, there are two possible ways of
wtnning. After the player calls Twos he reads back
the animals in his row and they are checked by the
zoo keeper who notes if they are on his zoo inventory
sheet. The number of games won by a team determines
the winner.

(2) Supplementary Activity: Class re-
citation of the lines

"I have two eyes with which to see
Two falling leaves from autumn's

trees,
I have two ears with which to hear
Sound of thunder through the year.
I have two legs that jump and run,
As I have fun in summer's sun.
I have two hands with which to

throw
Balls of snow at the buffalo.;'

During recitation; pupils point to the parts of the
body. In response to the second lines the children
may move their hands downward in a fluttering motion.

7. Unit II Program 3 One Plus One

a. Objectives. In programmed learning,
the child acquires knowledge in very small steps. The
material or subject matter being taught is broken down
into bits of information which are ordered and arranged
in a particular sevence of increasing difficulty. The
information is presented to the child so that he may
progress steadily from one part of the program to the
next. The attempt is made to proceed from one program
to another in much the same manner by gradual continu-
ation of the smooth approach with small steps of grow-
ing difficulty. This background information is part
of the explanation for teaching only the phrase
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"1 -F 1 = 20 - The joining of sets themselves, which
lays the foundations for the operation of addition,
is introduced before the results of the union are
completely understood. The object is to get the child
to think and to be familiar with the concept of "one
more,.: addition, and the plus sign, before he learns
the result of such concepts, (i.e., the meaning of the
equal sign, =)

The child is first taught to join two
sets of one element each. The motor behavior of pick-
ing up one object and adding it to another set of one
object helps him become aware of placing .:one more"
element in the set. At this point the plus sign (+)
is introduced and the pupil is asked to recognize
this symbol by (1) pointing to the plus sign, when it
is one of many other symbols in the picture, and (2)
placing the plus sign between two elements or numbers
to show that we want to add one more. The final step
in teaching 1 + 1 is to have the child respond to the
picture phrase 1 + 1 by saying One plus one."

b. The criterion behavior is as fcllows:
(1) Discrimination of plus sign by pointing; (2) Read
the phrase 1 + 10

added.
c. New Vocabulary Plus sign, +, plus,

d. The AVM Program inventory is as fol-
lows: (1) Slides and Frames: 65 slides, 32 teaching
frames, 6 cue frames; (2) Responses: 21 motor, 35
verbal; (3) Manipulative Materials: One each of tree,
dog, bird, fish, numeral 29 two of numeral 1, plus
signs; (4) Time: 15 minutes.

e. The classroom activities include:

(1) Plus Game

Materials: Six 5" x 81' cards of
the numeral 1, four 4" x 5 cards of plus symbol, six
8" x 10" cards each of cow, horse, dog, cat, pig, duck.

Instructions: Divide the class
into two teams, Give each team three animal cards,
three cards of the numeral 1, and two cards of the
plus symbol. Team A requests of Team B, "Show us one
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(dog) plus one (cow)." Members of Team B place cards
in correct sequence on rail of blackboard, e.g.; dog
card, plus card, cow card, and announce, One (dog)
plus one (cow)." Team A requests, -Use the numeral
cards and symbol card. Show the phrase, One plus one."
Members of B team place cards in correct sequence, on
rail of blackboard and announce, -One plus one." B

team retrieves the cards. Teacher records time re-
quired. Alternate activity with Team A and B. Team
with shortest time on three trials wins.

unison chants:
(2) Supplementary activity. Class in

This lion was a set of one.
(Child walks to front of room.)
But by himself he had no fun.
A tiger walked into his set,
(Another child joins first child.)
So now the set is one plus one."

(The class repeats:)
"So now the set is one plus one."

Children return to seats. Other animals and childrens
names may be substituted for lion and tiger,

G. Unit II Program L 1 + 1 = 2

a. Objectives. The first complete equa-
tion or mathematical sentence that the child learns is
1 + 1 = 2. In a childs learning and familiarization
with this simple equation; he is really becoming famil-
iar with three important concepts, (1) the idea of
union or joining of two sets, (2) the idea of addition- -
(as also shown in program 3) and (3) the written form
of the mathematical sentence,

The child first learns to identify a
set of two elements by two different mathematical
phrases. He does this by pointing to either "1 +
or "2" when either is presented in a group of several
different numbers, The next step is for the child to
complete blanks in the equation by placing the equal
sign and/or the numeral 2 in the appropriate position
of the number sentence. The last request of this pro- -
gram is for the child to -read aloud the number sen-
tence 1 + 1 = 2,
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At the end of this program, one as-
sumes that the child has become familiar with the plus
sign and the equal sign which are the foundations for
building of addition mathematical equations.

b. The criterion behavior is as follows:
(1) Number attribute of set of two elements noted as
1 + 1 or as 2 bypointing; (2) Completion of number
sentence 1 + 1 171 2 by placement of equal sign; (3)
Read number sentence 1 + 1 = 2.

c. New Vocabulary: equal sign, number
sentence.

d. The AVM Program inventory is as fol-
lows: (1) Slides and Frames: 55 slides, 32 teaching
frames, six cue frames; (2) Responses: 18 motor, 14
verbal; (3) Manipulative Materials: One each of equal
sign, 2,1 + 1, + sign; (4) Time: 12 minutes.

e. The classroom activities include:

(1) Fred Frog the Lifeguard

Materials: 20'' x 30" chart (No.
3); four each of sea shells, soda bottles; life pre-
servers, fish, beach balls, sailboats, bathers; one
equal card, plus card, Lost
and Found Boxy

Instruc-
tions: Scatter certain of the
objects about the room. Chil-
dren select a member to be
Fred. The child places the
chart and stands by the chart.

Teacher:
"Fred Frog, the lifeguard,
works on the beach. He likes
the boys and girls. He
teaches them how to swim. He
likes to keep the beach very
clean, spit and span. The
boys and girls like Fred. c 1=I el CI

They like to help him keep the
beach nice and clean. Fred,
what do you want the children
to find?"
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Fred: want Nancy to find a
(ball),"

Nancy finds a ball and gives it
to Fred. Fred places ball in first slot of chart.

Fred: -Thank you, Hancy. John,
find another (ball). Thank you, John."

Fred places plus sign in second
slot and ball in third slot.

Fred: "I have one ball plus one
ball. John, if I add one ball and one ball, how
many balls will we have?"

John: "Two balls.°

Fred places equal sign in the
fourth slot and transfers the balls to the fifth and
sixth slots,

Fred: 'One ball plus one ball
equals two balls. I will put the balls in the Lost
and Found Box. I will put the plus sign and equal
sign here. John, please help me find a (sea shell)."

The teacher plays the role. of
Fred's helper and models the dialogue until Fred is
able to assume the role.

As the procedure becomes rou-
tinized, more objects may be used in the activity.

9. Unit II Program 5 Three

a, Objectives, Knowledge of the num-
ber three is taught in much the same manner as was
the number two. The objective again is to teach the
concept three, the formation of the numeral 3, and
recognition of a set containing three objects.

The child goes through the pro-
cess of increasing the number of objects or elements
within a ;Jet before he is asked to think of the ob-
jects in berms of number. For example, the child
has learned the concept of two, so in the program en-
titled three, the following procedure is followed:
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Slide (1)
Frame 1.

Question: How many trees are
there in this set?

Answer: There are .two trees
in this set.

Frame 2.
Question: Take a tree from your

desk and place it over
the blue dot.

Frame 3.
You have two trees and
you have plaodd one
more tree.

Frame 4.
That makes three trees
in this set. Two and
one more is three.

Question: How many trees are
there in this set?

Answer: Three.

It is not until the fourth slide
in this progression that the child is asked to re-
spond that there are three trees in this set. This
concept of adding one object at a time to a set is
used to teach the child each new number concept.

b0 The criterion behavior is as follows:
(1) Discrimination of numeral 3 by pointing; (2) Dis-
crimination of set of three elements by pointing; (3)
Identification of set of three elements by saying
°three;" (4) Read the number phrase 2 + 1.
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c. New Vocabulary: Three, how many
more,

d. The AVM Program inventory is as fol-
lows: (1) Slides and Frames: 65 slides, 56 teaching
frames, 12 cue frames; (2) Responses: 21 motor, 35
verbal; (3) Manipulative Materials: One each of tree,
dog birds fish, numeral 2, numeral 1. Two of numeral
3; (If) Time: 15 minutes.

e. The classroom activities include:

(1) Flannel Board

Materials: Flannelboard, flan-
nel cutouts, three each of bunnies, birds, stars and
discs

Directions: As the cutouts are
placed on board, by teacher or children, the children
recite:

39 and 2 + 1

Two little bunnies were very sad;
Then along came another,
And they were glad.

Two birds were sitting in a tree;
Down flew another,
And then there were three.

Two little stars up in the sky,
Joined another,
As it flew by.

Two discs were rolling around;
They saw another, (very softly)
Not making a sound.'.

(0 Making Sets of Three

Materials: Numeral cards 19

Directions: Teacher: "John and
Mary, make a set. How many are in this set V

Response: "Two.
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Teacher: "Who wants to join
the set? Yes, Harry, you may join the set. How
many are in the set now?

Response: "Three."

Teacher: 'John, please find the
card with the numeral that tells how many are in the
set.- (John will choose either 3 or 2 -1- 1). 'Tine.
Now, Ann, will you show us another card that tells
how many elements are in this set:- (Ann chooses the
remaining card, either 2 1 or 3).

(3) Supplementary Activities:
Three Billy Goats, Gruff; The Three Bears, and The,
Three Little Pigs can be read or dramatized.

10. Unit II Program 6 Same and Different
Number

a. Objectives. This program is a good
review of the programs in the first unit. The child
is asked to recall the vocabulary, set, element, and
match one -to- -one, and the machine reinforces his be-
havior. The concept of matching one-toone is then
taken one step further to show its connection with
numerals. The child is shown that if sets match one
to one) they have the same number_ but if sets do not
match one -to --one, they have a different number. It
is important for the child to understand and remember
that the kind of elements in the sets is not important
in setting up one-to-one correspondence or the same
number of objects in several sets. In this manner,
the child learns that each individual number or num-
eral has a meaning in itself and can stand by itself
even though it is made up of different parts.

The innovation of this program is
the introduction of new vocabulary (same and differ-
ent numbers) and their meanings, in relation to sets
and numbers,

b. The criterion behavior is as fol-
lows: (1) Completion of sentence, 'If the elements
of the sets match one bo one they have the (same
number) ;" (2) Completion of sentence, the elem-
ents of sets do not match one to one, they have a
(different number);"(3) Completion of sentence, "3
and 2 are (different numbers) ;" (4) Completion of
sentence: "3 and 3 are (the same number)."
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c. Vocabulary:

New Vocabulary: same number, dif-

Reinforce Vocabulary: Match one-
to-one do not match one-to-one.

d. The AVM Program inventory is as
follows: (1) Slides and Frames: 65 slides; 68
teaching frames, 10 cue frames; (2) Responses: 22
motor. 46 verbal; (3) Manipulative Materials: three
bathing suits; (4) Time: 22 minutes .

ferent numbers.

e. The classroom activity includes:

(1) The Party

Materials: 20" x 30'1 chart
(No. 4), three ice cream bars, two ice cream sand-
wiches, two ice cream sundae cups, freezer, two each
of numerals 3, 2, and 1.

Sugges-
ted Narration by the Teacher:

was a very hot afternoon
in the summer. Jane was sit-
ting on the steps in front of
her house with her two friends,
Jill and Joan. They were all
trying to forget how hot it
was by thinking of something
cool.

'A snow-
man, exclaimed Jill.

'A swim-
ming pool,' said Joan, with
me in it

'Ice
cream for all of us,' sugges-
ted Jane. 'Let's go see if my mother has any for us.'

Jane's mother wasn't sure just
what kind of ice cream was in the freezer, but she
told the girls they were welcome to take whatever
there was. Jane looked in the freezer and found three
ice cream bars, two sundae cups, and two ice cream
sandwiches.

Chart No. 4
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Bill, give the ice cream bars to
the girls. (Bill places a bar in the three sets.)
Take the numerals and show the number attribute of
each set .

Mary, how do the elements of the
sets match?"

Mary: The elements of the
sets match one-to-one.''

Teacher: "John, do the sets
have the same or different numbers?"

John: "The sets have the same
number."

Teacher: "Alice, one and one
and one are the same or different numbers?"

Alice: 'One and one and one
are the same number."

Teacher: "1 will remove the
numerals. George, give sundae cups and ice cream sand-
wiches to the.girls."(George distributes cups and
sandwiches to the girls as he wishes, 3, 2, and 2; 3,
3, and 1; or 3, 2, and 2, in any pattern.)

Teacher: "George, take the
numerals and show the number attribute of the sets.
Tell us how the elements of the set match." (Com-
plete sentence response.) "George, tell us if the
numbers are the same or different." (Complete sen-
tence response.)

Teacher: will remove the
numerals. Tom, make the sets match one-to-one." (Any
pattern acceptable, 1, 1 and 1, 2, 2 and 2). "Tom,
take the numerals and show the number attribute of the
sets. The sets match how?" (Complete sentence re-
sponse) . ''How do the elements of the set match?"
(Complete sentence response). "If the elements of
sets match one-to-one, the numbers are what?" (Com-
plete sentence response). "If the elements of sets
do not match, the numbers are what?" (Complete sen-
tence response).

Teacher: "Jerry, please remove
the numerals, and the ice cream from the chart.''
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11, 12. 13, Unit II Programs and 9
More Than. Less Than More Than-Less Than

a. Objectives. Program 7 (More Than),
Program 8 (Less Than) and Program 9 (More Than-Less
Than) are concerned with comparison of the numerals
1, 2, and 3. The objectives of all three of the pro-
grams are the same. Our first objective is to help
the children develop an ability to compare two num-
bers. At this time, the child already understands
that not all sets are equivalent and that numbers
stand for different quantities. The task is to teach
the child how to compare numbers so that he will un-
derstand the relationship between the numbers.

The child is taught to indicate his
understanding of the idea of one number being greater
or less than another number, by developing the use of
a symbol to show that such a relationship exists.
The child learns to use the 27:>' and <=:: symbols
with numbers only and not with the sets themselves.
When the child works with sets, he should say that one
set has more elements or less elements than another
set. It is important to remember that the relations
symbolized by and do not express how
much greater or less one number is than another. It
merely states the relationship of more than or less
than.

In the program, the child is asked
to compare the number of elements that are in the sets
before the actual numerals themselves are compared.
The second step is to compare the numerals before the
symbol is introduced to the pupil. When the symbol
is introduced the child sees the symbol as it stands
alone and he is taught the proper term for the sym-
bol, either more than or less than. The child manip-
ulates or writes the symbol in several cases before
he is asked to write an entire number phrase using
more than or less than.

At the end of these three programs,
the goal is for the child to understand the concepts
of more than and less than and to read and write the
phrases and symbols which represent these two concepts.

b. The criterion behavior for Unit II,
Program 7, More Than, is as follows: (1) Compare 3
and 1, 3 and 2, 2 and 1: (2) Read the number sentence,
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3 r 2, 3 1, 2 1; (3) Write the num-
ber sentence, Three is more than two etc.

The criterion behavior for Unit II,
Program 8, Less Than is as follows: (1) Compare 1
and 2 1 and 3, 2 and 3; (2) Read the Statements,
1 2, 1 3, 2 3; (3) Write the num-
ber sentence, -One is less than 2, etc.

The criterion behavior for Unit III,
Program t), More Than-Less Than, is as follows: (1)
Place more than and less than symbols in comparing 1,
2, and 3; (2) Write more than and less than symbols
in comparing 1, 2, and 3; (3) Read more than and less
than sentences in comparing 1, 2, and 3.

less than.
c. New Vocabulary: compare, more than,

d. The AVM Program inventory for Unit
II; Program 7, More Than is as follows: (1) Slides
and Frames: 62 slides, 84 teaching frames, and 11
cue frames; (2) Responses: 30 motor, 54 verbal; (3)
Manipulative Materials: Three more than signs, five
each of whistles; pennies, and cameras; (4) Time:
18 minutes.

The AVM Program inventory for Unit
II Program 8, Less Than, is as follows: (1) Slides
and Frames: 62 slides, 79 teaching frames, seven cue
frames; (2) Responses: 27 motor, 52 verbal; (3) Man-
ipulative Materials: One less than sign, five each
of pennies and flags; six whistles; (4) Time: 18 min-
utes.

The AVM Program inventory for Unit
II, Program 9, More Than-Less Than, is as follows:
(1) Slides and Frames: 58 slides, 75 Teaching frames,
21 cue frames; (2) Responses: 24 motor, 51 verbal;
(3) Manipulative Materials: One each of less than
sign, more than sign, the numerals 1, 2, and 3; (4)
Time: 18 minutes.

e. The classroom activities include:

Program 7 More Than

Materials: Overhead projector,
transparencies.
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Directions: Project the transpar-
en4es on the screen as the children sing this rhyme
to the melody of Ham Bone. Also, the teacher and/or
pupils may write number sentences on the chalk board
instead of using the projector.

First verse:
"More than. more than
It's not new.
Showing three is more than two.

3 2

Refrain:
More than more than
More than.
This is the sign for more than.

Second verse:
More than more than,
This is fun.
Showing two is more than one.

2 1

Refrain:
More than, more than,
More than
This is the sign for more than.

L.
Third verse:
More than, more than
Do not run.
Show us three is more than one.

31...
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Refrain:
More than, more than
More than.
This is the sign for more than."

Program 8 Less Than

Materials: Overhead projector,
transparenies,

Directions: Project :he transpar-
encies on the screen aa the children sing this rhyme
to the melody of Ham Bone. Also, the teacher and/or
pupils may write number sentences on the chalk board
instcad 02 using the projector.

First verse:
"Less than, less than,
This is how you show that
One is less than two.

l
2

Refrain:
Less than, less than,
Less than.
This is the sign for less than.

Second verse:
Less than, less than,
This is how we show that
Two is less than three.

Refrain:
Less than, less than
Less than.
This is the sign for less than.
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Third verse:
Less than, less than.
This is how you show that
One is less than three.

3

Refrain:
Less than, less than,
Less than.
This is the sign for less than.

Program 9 More Than-Less Than

Materials: Overhead projector, 20
blank transparencies, 15 markers.

Directions: Divide class into two
teams. Each team selects a captain. Distribute trans-
parencies and markers.

Teacher: 'We have been using the
overhead projector to help us learn about more than
and less than. I will whisper to each of you two num-
bers. You are to compare them and make a number sen-
tence on the transparency. For example, I could say
'Compare the numbers two and one.' Since two is more
than one, you would write the numeral 2, then the more
than sign, and then the numeral 1. I will also accept
the answer, 'One is less than two.' If you write both
answers, you will earn double credit. Write your name
on the transparency."

The teacher then whispers the two
numbers to each child.

Captains A and B alternate in pro-
jecting the transparencies. Each child stands and
reads his sentence. Team with highest score wins.
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Teacher projects transparency.

I 2 1 2 < 3

Response:
"Less than more than,
Say it with me.
Two more than one
But less than three.

oration

r, 3 2

Continue:
"More than more than
Here's a cue,
Three's more than one;
Three's more than two."

*raga*****

14. Unit 11 Program 10 CountinEand Enum-

a. Objectives. After completing the
previous program, the child has become familiar with
many now concepts. This particular program acts as
a review as it does not introduce or teach any new
concepts to the child, but it does attempt to tie to-
gether all the concepts that the child has learned.
By practicing counting aloud and enumerating the num-
bers in sequential order, the child experiences the
natural order of whole numbers. The objective is to
teach she pupil to count aloud numbers in relation to
the number of objects in a specific sequence. In this
way, the child may recognize the relationahip between
the concept of number and a set which displays a cer-
tain number of objects. The numeral which the child
writes or refers to stands as a representation of the
actual number concept.

b. The criterion behavior is as fol-
lows: (1) Count aloud three objects presented se-
quentially and in a group; (2) Place numerals which
identify sets of one, two; and three elements.

c. New Vocabulary: Less, count.

d. The AVM Program inventory includes:
(1) Slides and Frames: 79 slides, 51 teaching frames,
one cue frame; (2) Responses: ten motor, 45 verbal;
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(3) Manipulative Objects: three fish; six blocks,
one each of numerals 1, 2, and 3; (4) Time: ten
minutes.

e. The class-
room activities include:

(1) One;
Two, Three

Mater-
ials: 20. x 30- chart (No.
5) , three each of butterflies,
baby kangaroos, and birds.

tions: Teacher: "John,
pleas ~s place the butterflies
on the chart. Count the but-
terflies as you place them
on the chart. Thank you.
will read the verse for you
to show you how we play:

= a
2 5

I=i 1=1 1=3

I 2 3

Chart No. 5

One little butteffly caught
in the net,

(Moves first butterfly to the
net)

In flew another
(Transfer the second butterfly)
And there we're two in the set.
One two, oh, dear me!
Here comes another
(Transfer third butterfly)
And that makes one two, .three!

Teacher: ''John, you may remove
the butterflies. Mary, place the kangaroos on the
chart. Count the kangaroos; as you place them on the
chart. Thank you. L will read the verse for you:

Lou Kangaroo had a pocket,
Didn't know how she could lock

it.
She went to sleep beneath a tree
In hopped her babies, one, two,

three! 4
(Transfers kangaroos)
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Teacher: "Mary, you may remove
the kangaroos. Bill, place the birds on the chart.
Count the birds as you place them on the chart.
Thank youG I will read the verse for you:

One happy bird is in the neat;
(Transfer bird)
Another came t take a rest.
(Transfer bird)
They weren ?t alone for very long,
Another came to sing their song.
(Transfer bird)
One, two three!

Bill, you may remove the birds."

(2) Flannel Board

Materials: Cutcuts of ten
apples, three numerals of 1, 2. and 3.

Directions: Place apples ran-
domly on board in sets of 3, 3, 3, 1; 3, 3, 2, 2; 3,
2, 2, 2, 1; 3, 2, 1, 3, 1 and 3, 2, 2, 1, l, 1. As
each series is presented, have children place numerals
which tells how many apples are in each set.

15. Unit II Program 11 Pre Post Test

a. The AVM Program inventory includes:
(1) Slides and Frames: 52 slides, 26 cue frames,
58 criterion frames; (2) Responses: 29 motor, 29
verbal; (3) Manipulative Materials: One sign each
of plus, equal, more than less than three each of
fish and apples.

16. Unit III Program 1 Zero

a. Objectives. The concept of zero is an
essential and fundamental one to the development of
an early arithmetic program. Since the concept is ab-
stract, however, it was decided to provide some exper-
ience in recognizing the cardinal number of sets and
associating numerals with sets before introducing zero
and empty sets. Therefore, the program zero follows
the development of numbers through three in the pro-
gramming sequence.

The prime objectives of thic program
are enable the children to recognize empty sets,
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to understand the meaning of zero and to associate
it with empty sets, and to understand that zero is
less than one and one is more than zero,

To accomplish these objectives, the
program begins by exposing the children to some empty
sets and to the numerical order of numbers 0 through
3. In the early development it is explained that
zero and its numerical 0 characterize empty sets.
The child is subsequently asked to discriminate the
numeral 0 among other numerals and to distinguish
which of twc sets is empty and then which of several
sets, by writing the numeral 0 below the empty sets.
The elicited verbal responses, '.empty set," and
"zero" add to the students? vocabulary.

The association of the number zero
with empty sets should not detract from its import-
ance for the child as a whole number. For this rea-
son it is stressed in the program to be a number,
and tho word "nothing' is not used descriptively.
Moreover; comparisons are drawn between zero and
other number's to make the child aware of zeros
place in the set of whole numbers.

b. The Criterion Behavior is as fol-
lows: (1) Draw lines around the numeral that des-
cribes an empty set; (2) Write numeral that des-
cribes an empty set; (3) Complete statement, "If
there are no elements in a set, the set is (an emp-
ty set;) (Li.) Complete statement, :The number that
describes an empty set is (zero)."

c. New Vocabulary: zero, empty set,
number attribute.

d. The AVM Program inventory is as
follows: (1) Slides and Frames': 39 slides, 72
teaching frames, 13 cue frames; (2) Responses: 59
motor, 13 verbal; (3) Manipulative Materials: three
dogs; (L) Time: 27 minutes.

e. The Classroom activities include:

(1) What is the Number?

Materials: Four containers,
six beads, one each of 4 x 5* numeral cards 0, 1,
2, and 30
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Directions: Place one, two, and
three beads in three containers respectively, leaving
the fourth container empty.

Teacher: "John, come up and se-
lect a container and count the number of beads to see
how many elements are in the set."

John: 'There are two beads in
the set.

Teacher: "Find the numeral that
describes the number attribute of the set and place it
by the container."

Continue with containers con-
taining beads. Present empty container last.

Teacher: "Ann, come up and
count the beads in this set."

Ann: The set is empty."

Teacher places the numeral zero
by the container.

Teacher: This is the numeral

zero. Zero is the number attribute of an empty set,"

Always refer to the zero num-
eral as zero; never use "oh."

(2) Flannel Board

Materials: Flannel board, two
each of flannel cutouts: star; triangle, cat, dog,
bird, the numerals 0, 1, 2, and 3; six circles to
designate sets.

Directions: Place four circles
on board. Randomly distribute cutouts, objects, and
numerals to the children. Request children to place
.elements in the sets, no more than three elements to
any set. Request children to place the numerals that
describe the number attribute of the sets. Place fifth

circle on board. Place the numeral zero under this

set.

Teacher: "This is an empty set.

The numeral zero describes the number attribute of the

empty set.
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Modify procedure as children de-
velop skills. This may be presented as a game activ-
ity. Team A presents sets on board; Team B places num-
erals; Teams A and B alternate in placement of elements
and numerals.

(3) What is the Number Attribute?

Directions:

Name set in classroom and give
number attribute. Restrict number of elements in set
to three elements. What is the number attribute of the
set of clocks in the room? What is the number attri-
bute of set of live elephants in the room? Zero.

17. Unit III Program 2 Four 3. 1

a. Objectives. The objectives out-
lined apply to Unit III Program 2 3 y 1 as well as to
Unit III Program 3 2 + 2.

There is a continuum in the sequence
of whole numbers, i.e., each new number is derived by
adding one more to its predecessor. In the programs,
therefore, the introduction of the concept of four fol-
lows in this manner. The child has learned to recog-
nize sets of one, two, and three, and is ready to learn
the next sequential number.

The aim of the two programs entitled
Four is to teach the meaning of the number concept.
Therefore, the first of these programs develops from
the idea of one-more and the second from the principle
that a set of four can be divided in two subsets each
containing two elements. In the first of these pro-
grams the child also becomes familiar with the forma-
tion of the numeral 4 . and receives practice in dis-
tinguishing sets with four elements. Just as he has
learned to associate the numeral 4 with four elem-
ents in a set, he also learns to associate more pre-
cise symbols to characterize sets of four, i.e..
3 + 1 and 2 + 2. This is accomplished by first hav-
ing the child build a set of three and one more then
placing the numeral .4 with it and enabling him to
discover that 3 + 1 is another way of referring to
the numeral 4. Likewise the similar development
of 2 + 2 illustrates that this is yet another way of
saying four. Finally, the development progresses to
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equating these two number combinations with the num-
eral 4 in the form of number sentences, i.e., 3 + 1
= 4 and 2 + 2 = 4,

An overall objective of the programs
is to help the children to think flexibly about number
concepts. Consequently in addition to having the pu-
pil think merely in terms of joining sets and adding
numbers, the concept of the missing addend has also
been interwoven into the activities of the number pro-
grams. He is asked, for example, how many more elem-
ents would have to be put with a set of three to make
a new set of four. One of the addends and the sum are
made known; the child must determine the missing or
unknown addend. In another instance, or frame of the
program, he is asked to supply the other missing add-
end. In this way, the child is guided to examine a
number sentence from different angles, and will begin
to see relations between numbers. There is an added
advantage to this approach as the pupil is being indi-
rectly exposed to the concept of subtraction.

b, The criterion behavior is as follows
(1) Discrimination of the numeral 4 by pointing to it
and by placing the numeral 4 over the four projected
on the screen; (2) Place single numerals, the pl,us and
equal sign in placeholders to complete all combinations
of the number sentence 3 + 1 = 4; (3) Read number sen-
tence 3 + 1 = 4.

c. New Vocabulary: four, 3 + 1 = 4.

d. The AVM Program inventory is as fol-
lows: (1) Slides and Frames: 65 slides, 40 teaching
frames, 14 cue frames; (2) Responses: 18 motor, 22 .

verbal; (3) Manipulative Materials: One each of apple,
bird, soda bottle, fish, the numerals 4, 3_ 2, and 1;
two each of cat, dog, and cones; (4) Time: eight min-
utes.

e. The classroom activities include:

(1) Flannel Board

Materials: Flannel board, flan-
nel cutouts, two each of 12 different figures, the num-
erals 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4, plus, equal, and place holder
signs.
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Directions: Place set of three
elements on board with numeral 3 underneath. Pick up
one more element, the numeral 1, and one plus sign.
Explain that as one element is placed in set of three
elements. the plus sign and the numeral 1 describes
the placement. Place element in set and complete the
number phrase 3 + 1. Read number phrase. Remove 3 +
1. Request a child to place a single numeral that des-
cribes the number attribute of the set on the board.
Remove cutout.

Place one set of four elements
on left of board with phrase 3 + 1, as described above.
Place another set of 4 elements; with the numeral 4:
on right of board. The number attribute of both sets
is four. Request child to place a sign to show that
the number attributes of.the sets are equal. Remove
cutouts.

Place number sentence 3 + 1 = 4
on board. Request child to place figure cutouts on
board to illustrate the number sentence.

As skills develop, selected
Team A and B may alternate in placing sets and number
sentences on board. The placeholder may be substi-
tuted for the numerals and signs of the number senten-
ces. Teams A and B alternate in placing correct num-
erals or signs in the placeholdera

(2) Puzzle

Materials: Puzzle sheets,
green crayons.

Directions: Distribute puz-
zles and crayons. Say, "There is an animal hidden
on this paper; see if you can find it. Color only
the spaces numbered 4 and you will find the animal.

18. Unit III Program 3 Four 2 + 2

a. Objectives. Same as Unit III Pro-
gram 2

b. The criterion behavior is as follows
(1) Place single numerals, the plus sign and equal
sign in placeholders to complete all combinations of
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the number sentence 2 + 2 = 4; (2) Read the number
sentence 2 + 2 = 4.

c. New Vocabulary: 2 + 2 = 4.

d. The AVM Program inventory is as fol-
lowc: (1) Slides and Frames: 56 slides 34 teaching
frames 13 cue frames; (2) Responses: 18 motor, 16
verbal; (3) Manipulative Materials: Same as Unit III,
Program 2; (4) Time: aght minutes.

e. The classroom activities include:

(1) Picture Rhymes

Materials: 8" x 10'; cards, Cloud
Card 3 + 1 = , Billy Goat card 3 + 1 = , Pig Card
with numeral 4, Pig Card with phrase 2 + 2.

Directions: Rhyme:
"There once were handsome piggies

four,
Who tried at once to pass the

door.
(Present numeral 4 Pig Card)
Said the smartest of these,
ITnis is too tight a squeeze.
(Present numeral 2 + 2 Pig

Card)
Two by two is better than four
(Child places numeral 4 on card).

The class reads 2 + 2 = 40

Rhyme:
-Three billy goats
In bright red coats
Were looking for
Their breakfast oats.
(Present Billy Goat Card)
Another came to find the store.
So 3 + 1 will equal four."
(Child places numeral 4 on card)

The class reads 3 + 1 =

Rhyme:
"Three clouds were quiets,.
Did not roar.
(Present cloud card)



Another came
And that made four.-
(Child places numeral 4 on card.)

The class reads 3 + 1 = 4.

19. Unit III ProgEm_L Five 4 + l 3 + 2

a. Objectives. In presenting the con-
cept of five, the number is again approached by the
one-more pattern. To orient the childs thinking in
these terms; he will first view the number of this new
set as four and one more 4 + 1 helps the child to vis-
ualize the relation between a set of four and a set of
five, i.e. five is one more than four.

As in the development of the other
number programs, the standard label or numeral .5 is
first applied to the set, The child develops the
ability to recognize sets of five and to verbalize the
number, After this he is ready to associate more com-
plex symbols for five, i,e., 4 + l, and 3 + 2. The
latter of these is the more difficult combination to
grasp, To guide the child's understanding of the con-
cept, he is shown that within a given set there are
two sets, i.e,, 3 and 2, which were joined to form
this set of five, He is given practice in joining
sets of three and tw.c). Also opportunity is provided
for the pupil to explore this number combination by
different approaches, i.e, by varying the missing
addend in different frames, The child is expected to
read the number combinations. The order relation of
five is emphasized by comparing it to other whole num-
bers.

b. The criterion behavior is as follows:
(1) Give the number attribute of a set of five elem-
ents; (2) Discriminate pairs of sets of four and four
elements, five and five elements as having the same
or different number; (3) Identify numeral 5, by point-
ing and writing; (4) Name single numerals and signs
to complete the number sentence 4 + 1 = 5, 3 ± 2 = 5;
(5) Place and write single numerals and signs to com-
plete all combinations of the number sentence 4 + 1
=5, 3 + 2 = 5.

c. New Vocabulary: Five
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d. The AVM Program inventory is as fol-

lows: (1) Slides and Frames: 66 slides, 82 teaching
frames, 15 cue frames; (2) Responses: 32 motor, 50
verbal; (3) Manipulative materials: One each of the
numerals 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1, bird, house, five rabbits,
two dogs, plus and equal signs; (4) Time: 25 minutes.

e. The classroom activities include:

(1) Flannel Board

Materials: Five each of stars,
birds, and apples, one each of the numerals 0, 1, 2,
3, 4, and 5, equal sign and plus sign.

Directions: Verse:
'Four apples fell from off the

tree,
(Plana four apples in set; place

numeral 4 under the set)
One more fell off,
ku.autl 011

place plus sign and numeral 1
on board)
And that makes five as you can

seen
(Place equal sign and numeral 5
on board)

Unison response:
u4 1 = 501;

Verse:
"One apple fell from off the tree.
(Place apple and numeral 1 on
board)
Four more fell off,
(Place four more apples, plus
sign, and numeral 4)
And that makes five as you can

see.,
(Complete number sentence)

Unison response:
911 4 = 5s°

(Continue with 3 and 2, 2 and 3).
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Verse:
"Tour stars were twinkling in

the sky,
(Place four stars in set and the
numeral 4. on board)
One more came out
(Place plus sign and numeral 1 on
board)
I wonder why!"
(Complete number sentence. Con-
tinue with all combinations.)

Unison response: "4 + 1 = 5."

Verse:
"Five little birds were in a

nest.
(Place five birds on board, also
numeral 5)
No more joined them,
(Place plus sign and numeral 0
on board)
So they took a rest."
(Complete number sentence.)

Unison response: "5 + 0 = 5.

(2) Joining Sets

Materials: 8" x 10" cards, five
each of horses and cows.

Directions: Have four children
each take a horse card and stand together; have one
child take a cow card and stand alone.

in the horse set?

ses in the set a

the cow ,set?"

the cow set.

Teacher: "How many horses are

Response: "There are four hor-

Teacher: "How many cows are in

Response: 'There is one cow in
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Teacher: "Let us join the sets.
(The children walk together,) "How many elements are
in the set?

ents in the set.'i
Response: 'There are five elem-

4

Teacher: Can you think of a
number sentence that describes the joining of the sets?"

Response: "4 + 1 = 50 " (As the
sentence is stated, the sentence is written on the
board.) Repeat the activity with differing number of
horses and cows, using 3 + 2 = 5, 2 + 3 = 5, 4 + 1 =
5, 1 +1 51 5 + 0 = 5.

20. Unit III Program MoreMore Than-Less Than

a. Objectives. This is an extension
of the process in comparing 1, 2, and 3 as More Than-
Less Than, Unit II, Programs 7 8, and 9.

b. The criterion behavior is as follows:
(1) Read more than and less than comparative sentences
in combinations of three, four, and five; (2) Place
correct symbols in placeholder in comparative sentences
in combinations of three, four, and five; (3) Write
comparative sentences in combinations of three, fours
and five.

c. Reinforce Vocabulary: More than,
less than

d, The AVM Program inventory is as fol-
lows: (1) Slides and Frames: 56 slides, 55 teaching
frames, 20 copy frames; (2) Responses: 25 motor, 30
verbal; (3) Manipulative Materials: Five oranges,
three more than-less than signs; (4.) Time: 22 min-
utes.

e. The classroom activities include:

(1) Rhymes

Materials: One transparency of
more than-less than signs; five transparencies--each
transparency has combinations of two different animals;
overhead projector.



Directions: Say or sing (to
melody of Ham Bone) the following rhymes, while pro-
jecting the corresponding transparencies on the
screen. (When each more than or less than comparison
is stated, the overlay for comparison is placed in
the proper position.)

Verse:
More than more than,
Say it with me,
Five is more than four.
Five is more than three.

5 4

llimemimmrres.

5 3

11%.11.0.0mIlaildolMilliONAMOMpolOw.1=1110.

More than more than
This is how we
Show that four
Is more than three.

4 3

Less than, less than,
Bees in a hive.
Four bees are always
Less than five.

5

Less than, less than
Keep it gay
Three is less than five,
That's all for today.

(2) Game: More than-Less Than

Directions: Divide the chalk-
board into two sections; divide the class into two
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teams. If there is an odd number of children, one
child becomes the time keeper. Each team stands in a
line facing the board; the children stand one behind
the other. Write as many pairs of two numerals in
each section as there are members of a team. Leave
room between each pair for w-Titing the more than or
less than sign.

Teacher: ''We are going to play
a game to see which team can place the most more than
and less than signs correctly between these numbers.
Speed and accura:y count. When a. player is finished,
he should rain his hand, and I will cl7eck his work.
If it is correct, he may sit down. If it is incor-
rect, he will go to the end of the line, and the next
player will correct the work. The first team to sit
down is the winning team, 'The Team of Champions."

(3) The children write their names
on thy: transparencies. Tho teacher whispers a com-
parative sentence to each child. The children write
the sentences on the transparencies. A record of whis-
pered comparisons should be kept so that accuracy may
be insured. Each child projects and reads his sentence.

eration
21. Unit III Program 6 Counting and 4rum-

a. Objectives. This is a review pro-
gram and brings together concepts which have been
taught in previous programs. The counting process is
presented in a meaningful way. Refer to Unit II Pro-
gram 6; Counting and Enumeration.

b. Tho criterion behavior is as fol-
lows: (1) Count the number of elements in sets of one
to five elements; (2) State the number attribute of
sets having one to five elements; (3) Write the number
attribute of sets havinfT one to five elements.

c. Reinforced Vocabulary: Less, number
attribute.

d, The AVM Program inventory is as fol-
lows: (1) Slides and F:ramas: 69 slides, 62 teaching
frames, three cue frames; (2) Responses: 8 motor, 54
verbal; (3) Manipulative Materials: Five cars, four
radios, one each of numerals 3, 4, and 5; (4) Time:
ten minutes
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e. The classroom activities include:

(1) Pony Game

Materials: Three each 8" x
10's cards of the numerals 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

Directions: Divide class into
sets of six children. One child is the ringmaster;
the other children Are given numeral cards 1 to 5.
They form a circle around the ringmaster. There are
as many circles as there are sets of six children.
The ringmaster calls any number from 1 to 5. The
child with the number steps forward and taps his foot
the number of times corresponding to the number
called. If correct, the pony gallops around inside
the ring and back to his place. If he is wrong, he
returns to his place at once. As the pony taps, the
children count the number of taps.

(2) How Many?

Materials: Two sets of numeral
cards, 1 through 5.

Directions: Two teams are se-
lected. Each member is given a numeral card which
is suspended across the shoulders with the back side
of the card exposed. Each child keeps his numeral a
secret.

Team A: John Ann Sally Joe Mary
3 1 5 4 2

Team B: Bill Tom Agnes Harry Andy
4 3 1 2 5

John claps three times, asks, "How many?" 1 point
Bill says, The number is three." 1 point
Ann claps two times, asks, -How many ?" 0 point
Tom says, "The number is two 1 point

(3) May I?

Directions: The leader stands
on a certain mark and the other players stand in a
line on the opposite side of the room. The leader
tells each in turn how many and what kind of steps
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he may take. If a child fails to ask May I?" he must
go balk to the beginning.

Leader: "John, you may take
four baby steps."

John: May I'

Leader: ''Yes. you may."

John: (takes four baby steps.)

Leader: "Mary, you may take
three giant steps."

Mary: "May?"

Leader: No you may not. You
may take one giant step."

Mary: May I?"

Leader: ""Yes, you may."

The kind of steps may include
tiny, average, big, little, elephant, etc.

22. Unit III Program 7 Ordinals lst-3rd

a. Objectives. The objectives of the
ordinal programs are to develop skills by which the
child may identify the order or position of objects
or events in time and space. The development of this
concept takes the form of two teaching programs, i.e.,
Ordinals First-Third and First-Fifth.

In the first of these programs, the
superscripts are given and the child is cued in the
formation of ordinals. He is taught in a formal sense
the names of various positions of a row of objects.
These names he probably has already informally exper-
ienced. Time names or ordinals are now stressed in
connection with the relative position of an object in
an ordered set. The second program extends practice
in recognizing ordinal numbers by not only having the
child write numerals with corresponding given super-
scripts but also by having them place three-dimensional
ordinals with respective ordered objects.
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b. The criterion behavior is as fol-
lows: (1) Write ordinal numerals to indicate ordinal
position in time and space; 1st, 2nd, and 3rd, super-
script given; (2) verbally identify ordinal position
in time and space; (3) completion of 'III' you know the
position or order, you know (the ordinal number)r
(4) completion of If you know the ordinal number, you
know (the o:-ier and/or position).''

c. New Vocabulary: First, second,
third, order, ordinal number and position.

d. The AVM Program inventory is as
follows: (1) Slides and Frames: 56 slides, 61 teach-
ing frames, 11 cue frames; (2) Responses: 18 motor,
43 verbal; (3) Manipulative Materials: One each of
ordinals, 1st, 2nd, 3rd; (4) Time: 12 minutes.

23. Unit III Program 8 Ordinals lst-5th

a. Objectives. See Program 7, Ordin-
als lst-3rd.

b. The criterion behavior is as fol-
lows: (1) Write ordinal numerals to indicate posi-
tion in time and space, lst-5th, superscripts given;
(2) verbally identify ordinal position in time and
space, 1st-5th.

c. New Vocabulary: Fourth, fifth.

d. The AVM Program inventory is as fol-
lows: (1) Slides and Frames: 35 slides, 61 teaching
frames, 11 cue frames; (2) Responses: 18 motor, 43
verbal; (3) Manipulative Materials: One each of or-
dinals lst-5th, one each of band, calliope, elephant,
cowboy, and clown; (4) Time: 25 minutes.

e. The classroom activities.

The classroom activities are pre-
sented for Program 8, Ordinals lst-5th. These activ-
ities may be adapted to Program 7, Ordinals lst -3rd,
bq eliminating reference to the ordinals 4th and 5th.
The classroom activities include:

(1) Bus Game
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Materials: Five 8" x 10" bus
stop signs, four each of bus tokens with ordinal num-
bers 1st to 5th.

Directions: Attach the five bus.
stop signs to chairs set at wide intervals around the
room. Select a bus driver. He stops at each chair to
discharge and take on passengers. The passengers stand
in a single line behind the driver. Distribute a token
to each child. By matching the ordinal number on the
token with the ordinal number of the bus stops, the
child determines where he gets on and off the bus. The
children waiting at a bus stop sing the following to
the tune of "Did You Ever See a Lassie?fi substituting
the proper ordinal for the bus stop where he is waiting:

"I am waiting at the first bus
stop,

First bus stop,
First bus stop.
I am waiting at the first bus

stop.
Please let me on."

When he gets on, he moves to the
back of the line; as the bus approaches the childvs
stop, he sings:

fiI get off at the third bus
stop,

Third bus stop,
Third bus stop.
I get off at the third bus stop.
Please let me off."

Remind the children it is polite
to wait for a person getting off the bus before board-
ing it yourself. Introduce the game by having all the
children get on and off the bus at one stop. When the
children become familiar with the procedures, the to-
kens may be distributed randomly.

(2) School Days

Materials: Five 87? x 10" cards,
1st Monday, 2nd Tuesday, 3rd Wednesday, 4th Thursday,
and 5th Friday.

Activity: On Monday, introduce
1st Monday card to the class. Explain that Monday is
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the first day of the school week. Follow same proce-
dure on successive school days. After cards have been
introduced, display cards on chalk rail. Ask these
questions: "What is the ordinal number of the first
day of the school week?- 1'What is the name of the
first day of the school week?" Continue with other
cards sequentially and later in random order.

Later, distribute cards randomly
to five children. Have other children place the chil-
dren in the correct order of the school week and ex-
plain the position, e.g., "Mary is Monday; I will place
Mary first in line."

24. Unit III Program 9 Post qbst

as The AVM Program Inventory is as fol-
lows: (1) Slides and Frames: 27 slides 53 criterion
frames, 13 cue frames; (2) Responses: 17 motor, 36
verbal; (3) Manipulative Materials: One each of num-
erals 1-5; (4) Time: 12 minutes.



III Assessment Techniques

A. Pre Post Test (AVM Test)

There is a Pre Post Test for each of the
three units. When assessment is made prior to expos-
ure to the programs of a unit, the test is referred
to as the Pre Test; when assessment is made following
exposure to the programs of a unit, the test is re-
ferred to as the Post Test. The difference score of
the Pre and Post Tests indicate the effectiveness of
the programs in teaching the concepts of the unit.

The frames or items of the AVM Test are de-
signed to elicit the criterion behavior listed for
each program. In fact, the AVM Test and the program
scripts were developed at the same time so that the
instructional objectives and content of programs would
be assessed by the test. However, no prompts or rein-
forcements, visual or auditory, are used in the AVM
Test. Ath a few unavoidable exceptions, the test
items were similar to but not identical to the frames
of the teaching programs. This forestalls the possi-
bility of memorizing responses to specific instruc-
tional frames and emitting these responses in the ex-
act context of the instructional programs.

While the assessment of the teaching pro-
grams is a major function of the Pre Post Test, the
Pre Test is helpful in the prescription of programs
for remediation. When only a few of the concepts of
a unit are unknown, analysis of the Pre Test responses
would indicate which programs should be administered.
The programs present a sequential development so that
if a child has minimal errors on any particular unit
test, the programs of that particular unit would not
be presented but the Pre Test of the subsequent unit
would be administered.

The administration and scoring of the AVM
Test is straight forward. Column 1 of the Evaluation
Reccrd lists the frame numbers of the Test; column 2
lists the overt response for the respective frames;
column 3 indicates that the response is motor (M) or
verbal (V) ; correct responses are checked in column 4.
and incorrect responses or other cLmments are entered
in column 5. The Evaluation Records for the Unit I,
Unit II, and Unit III AVM Tests follow:
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B. The Criterion Test

The Criterion Test is an independent measure
of the concepts a pupil has gained via the programmed
instruction. Like the Post Test, the Criterion Test
assesses how well the programming sequence has met its
outlined objectives. However, unlike the Post Test-
ing, this evaluation is removed from the context of
the teaching machine. It is administered individually
by an examincr in appro;:ithately ten. minutes.

The Criterion Test was constructed to in
vesti,ate if a subject could transfer concepts learned
on the machine and apply them to independent tasks.
Where the Post Test asks for only those kinds of re-
sponses elicited in the program, the Criterion Test
calls for more complex tasks.

The directions for the administration of the
Criterion Test are

CRITERION TEST
DIRECTIONS AND RECORD FORM

Name
Mt a! Ig.*. .114. VA..

CA MA IQ
Teacher
School

IIII.A.,5411......t am* 11001.1a fermase./0,

- Mb... .W. IN W4
Date Total Score111111........ .0.4 O. .11 b.. Mee 41.4.1.10.1.1101...

1. Present Diagram 1. Say: "Now listen carefully
and finish these sentences.- E points to the two
sets. a. -The objects in this picture form

. (sets)." b. "The apple in this picture
called . a (an element).- c. "The elem-

ents in these sets match . (one-to-one).-

Diagram 1.
B-63

3 credits



2. Materials: Diagram 2 of two empty ovals, and
five clothespins. Place clothespins as shown
in the Illustration 1. Say: "Make these sets
match one-to-one. Any proper match, i.e.,
0-0, 1-1, or 2 2 acceptable.

I credit

Illustration 1. (Diagram 2.)

Materials: Diagram 3 of three empty ovals,
five clothespins, two spoons, one each of
cat; hanger and thimble. Place the objects
on the empty ovals of Diagram 3, as shown in
Illustration 2. Say: "Make all the sets match
one-to-one.- Any proper match acceptable, i.e.,
0-0-0, 1-1-1, 2-2-29 3-3-3.

1 credit

Illustration 2 (Diagram 30)
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4, Materials2 Diagram 3 of three empty ovals_ one
each of thimble, clothespin, doll; cup, spoon,
and fork. Arrange objects ae shown in Illustra-
tion 3. Say o -Make all the sets match one-to-
one.- Any proper match is acceptable, i.e.,
0-0-0, 1-1-1, 2-22.

1 credit
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Illustration 3.(Diagram 3.)

5. a. Complete these sentences by writing the proper
numerals and symbols in the placeholders.

a. 1 + 2 = f-71

b. 4 f 1 5

c, 3 UJ 2

dc: 4 + 1 rn 5

f, 3 ri 2 =5

6 credits

b Read the sentences you have completed.

6 credits



Materials: Diagram 4 of divided oval and number
sentences, two clothespins, one cup. Place ob-
jects on divided oval as shown in Illustration 4.
Say: -Point to the sentence which describes this
set.-

1 credit

1 + 1 =

2 + 1 =

2 + 1 =

3

:2

3

Illustration 2
(Diagram 4.)

7. Point to Diagram 5. Say: 'Point to the sets
which have the same number attribute."

1 credit

Say: "Point to the sets which have different
number attributes.':

Diagram 50
B-66

1 or 2 credits



8. Compare three and two by writing the correct
number sentence,

1 credit

9. Point to the picture. Say: -Look at the discs.
Write in the placeholder the numeral that tells
how many,"

1 credit

10. Materials: Diagram 6. Say: ''Point to the
phrase or phrases that are equal tc five.

1 or 2 credits

Diagram 6.



11 Materials: Diagram 7. Say: "Count aloud the
number of objects in line.-

no credit

a. -The position of the boy is . . (first) .

b. The position of the dog is 0 . . (third) .

c. "The position of the girl is 0 0

(second).''

d. -The position of the cat is .

(fourth).-

e. The position of the mouse is 0 .

(fifth)."

5 credits
(Credit on ordinal responses.)

Diagram 7.

Criterion Test Materials: Seven diagrams, five
clothes pins, one clothes hanger, 1 thimble, two
spoons, one cat, one doll, one cup, and one fork.


